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Preface

The last three decades have seen significant progress in the teaching and learning of mathematics in the United States. The current standards-based reform era was initiated by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) with the publication of *Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics* in 1989. NCTM’s original Standards and subsequent Standards publications, including *Principles and Standards for School Mathematics* (NCTM 2000), *Curriculum Focal Points for Prekindergarten through Grade 8 Mathematics* (NCTM 2006), and *Focus in High School Mathematics: Reasoning and Sense Making* (NCTM 2009), served as the impetus for the various mathematics and statistics standards produced in the United States over three decades.

The current discourse surrounding mathematics education and standards centers on students’ preparation in mathematics and statistics for postsecondary education or a career. These goals are clearly important and will remain so, but as this publication makes clear, the preparation envisioned by these standards is not all that is important. Students should also leave high school with the quantitative literacy and critical thinking processes needed to make wise decisions in their personal lives. They should be able to determine whether or not truth claims made in scientific, economic, social, or political arenas are valid. They should have an appreciation for the beauty and usefulness of mathematics and statistics. And they should see themselves as capable lifelong learners and doers of mathematics and statistics. Never have the broader aims of
mathematics and statistics education been more important than they are today when truth itself at times seems elusive.

Ever more rigorous standards, along with increased knowledge and implementation of research-informed instructional practices summarized in *Principles to Actions: Ensuring Mathematical Success for All* (NCTM 2014) have contributed to near record-high achievement and a positive long-term trend since 1990 in mathematics learning, as measured by the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), at both the elementary and the middle school levels (NCES 2015).

The steady improvement in mathematics learning seen at the elementary and middle levels has not been shared to the same degree at the high school level. Despite the increase in the percentage of high school students enrolling in upper-level mathematics courses over the last three decades (Dossey, McCrone, and Halvorsen 2016), high school NAEP scores have remained essentially flat for more than a decade (NCES 2015), and fewer than 50% of U.S. high school graduates in 2016 were considered ready for college-level mathematics work, as measured by their ACT mathematics scores (ACT 2016). Clearly, there is room to improve the mathematics learning experiences and outcomes of high school students. Equally clear is the fact that the current status of high school mathematics learning should not be blamed on high school mathematics teachers. The system of high school mathematics is complex, and it is the system and its structures that need to be examined and improved.
Because the system of high school mathematics education is so complex, changes to that system necessitate the engagement of all stakeholders involved in it. Therefore, *Catalyzing Change in High School Mathematics* is written for classroom teachers; counselors, coaches, specialists, and leaders; school, district, and state administrators; curriculum developers; and policymakers at all levels with the goal of beginning a serious discussion of the issues that *Catalyzing Change in High School Mathematics* outlines.

*Catalyzing Change* identifies and addresses some of the challenges to making high school mathematics and statistics work for each and every student. The purpose of *Catalyzing Change* is fivefold:

- Explicitly broaden the purposes for teaching high school mathematics beyond a focus on college and career readiness.

- Catalyze a serious discussion of the challenges facing high school mathematics as well as recommendations for implementing the actions necessary to overcome those challenges.

- Define imperatives for high school mathematics in the areas of structures, instructional practices, curriculum, and pathways for students.
• Identify essential concepts for focus that all high school students should learn and understand at a deep level in an equitable common mathematics pathway shared among all students.

• Provide examples of pathways that include 2½ years of mathematical study expected of high school students, followed by 1½ years of alternate paths of study, differentiated by postsecondary education and career goals.

It is critical to view this publication as merely the beginning—the catalyst for a serious and sustained effort on multiple levels to engage all who have a stake in the system of mathematics education of high school students in a coordinated, collaborative effort to improve the learning experiences and outcomes of each and every high school student. We owe this effort not only to our students but also to ourselves as we work together to create and nurture the society we wish to inhabit.

Matt Larson
President, 2016-2018
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
Introduction

Although high school mathematics in the United States has changed in some ways over the last few decades, those changes have been relatively small compared with the changes that society has undergone in the same period. Although the content and emphases in high school mathematics courses have changed over the last century, for most students the high school mathematics courses they are offered remain Algebra 1, Geometry, and Algebra 2. First recommended by the Committee of Ten in 1892, the pathway of Algebra 1, Geometry, and Algebra 2 is still the primary route offered by the majority of high schools to students in the United States.

The Need to Catalyze Change

Today mathematics is at the heart of most innovations in the information economy. Mathematics serves as the foundation for STEM careers and, increasingly, careers outside STEM, and mathematical and statistical literacy are needed more than ever to filter, understand, and act on the enormous amount of data and information that we encounter every day. The digital age inundates us with numbers in the form of data, rates, quantities, and averages, and this fact of 21st-century life increases the importance of and need for our students to be mathematically and statistically literate consumers, if not producers, of information.
Quantitative skills are now demanded by disciplines such as the humanities and social sciences, where technical competence was not previously important. And increasingly, those prepared in mathematics and statistics are afforded more opportunities for professional advancement. Although it is impossible to predict the jobs of tomorrow (Wolfe 2013), it is clear that the 21st-century workplace will put a premium on students who are able to leverage a deep understanding of mathematics together with an ability to apply their understanding and procedural fluency to answer questions and solve problems that they have never seen before or may not exist today (NRC 2012).

For decades, a clear and consistent call for change has sounded in various reports, including An Agenda for Action (NCTM 1980), A Nation at Risk (National Commission on Excellence in Education 1983), Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM 1989), Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM 2000), and Focus in High School Mathematics: Reasoning and Sense Making (NCTM 2009). Despite the progress that the mathematics education community has made to improve mathematics instruction and learning in K–grade 8, an implementation gap persists between the calls for change and the comprehensive actions needed to support all high school students to learn and appreciate mathematics and statistics, to prepare them sufficiently for postsecondary education opportunities or a career (particularly in STEM), and to equip them with the quantitative skills necessary to make sound decisions in their lives and as members of our democratic society.
The Mathematical Association of America (MAA) has declared that the status quo with respect to undergraduate mathematics education is “unacceptable” (Saxe and Braddy 2015). The evidence suggests that the status quo with respect to high school mathematics learning outcomes is similarly unacceptable. Long-term trend NAEP assessment results at grade 12 have been flat for nearly 50 years, and, more concerning, learning opportunities are inequitable (Dossey, McCrone and Halvorsen 2016). In addition, U.S. high school students’ achievement has been sliding relative to that of their international peers, as measured by TIMSS Advanced and PISA (Mullis et al. 2016; OECD 2016b). When the potential of so many students is squandered, the loss is not only to individual students but also to society at large.

**Focusing High School Mathematics**

*Catalyzing Change in High School Mathematics* is a response to the need expressed by members of the mathematics education community for NCTM to bring focus to the high school mathematics and statistics standards (Larson 2016). Dominant national mathematics standards at the high school level lack the focus of mathematics standards at the K–8 level (Heiten 2015), and this shortcoming presents challenges to both teachers and students. Simply put, in most schools it is challenging for high school teachers to teach at the desired level of rigor—to develop students’ conceptual understanding, procedural fluency, and problem-solving skills while cultivating positive student mathematical identities, given the sheer number of standards that teachers are expected to teach and students are expected to learn. To support high school
mathematics teachers, a focus on the essential concepts from algebra, geometry, probability, and statistics is critical if all students are to learn and understand foundational mathematics at a deep level. Knowledge of these essential concepts is necessary to open up professional and personal opportunities, as well as to cultivate a rich set of tools that students can use to apply mathematics meaningfully to understand and critique the world they inhabit.

**Catalyzing Discussion and Improvement**

Providing focus in high school mathematics, however, will not be enough. Given the complex system of high school mathematics education, collective action on the part of a variety of stakeholders is necessary to effect real change and improvement that will remove the structural barriers that impede mathematics teachers and learners of mathematics alike. Therefore, another goal of *Catalyzing Change in High School Mathematics* is to engage the multiple communities that influence and are responsible for high school mathematics and statistics education in a serious conversation leading to actions on the structures necessary to support educators in an effort to improve students’ classroom experiences. These communities include, but are not limited to, state education policymakers, high school administrators and school boards, high school counselors, high school mathematics and statistics teachers, middle school administrators, middle school counselors, middle school math teachers, curriculum developers, and postsecondary educators.
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*Catalyzing Change* identifies existing challenges in high school mathematics and statistics and indicates directions for improvement. These include the following:

- Creating equitable structures in high school mathematics—confronting the impact of student and teacher tracking and support systems.

- Supporting equitable instructional practices—transforming the teaching and learning experience for high school mathematics to support each and every student.

- Outlining what this publication calls Essential Concepts for Focus—key concepts that all high school students need as a foundation, regardless of postsecondary education and career goals.

- Developing equitable and common pathways—providing examples of an equitable and common high school experience that features alternative paths of study for all students.

The conversation will not be easy, since the challenges are real and longstanding. Making a difference will require collaboration, communication, and work across diverse groups and communities. It is our collective responsibility to the students of today and tomorrow to engage in these discussions and work to catalyze positive improvement in the experiences and outcomes in high school mathematics for each and every one of our students.
The Purposes of School Mathematics

The question that students most frequently ask in a high school mathematics classroom is likely to be, “Why do I have to learn this?” Many teachers of high school mathematics have at one time or another struggled to answer this question to the satisfaction of students. Clearly, the response, “It is necessary for the next course,” or “It is necessary for graduation,” is insufficient.

In recent decades, policymakers have emphasized usefulness for college and career readiness as the purpose of high school mathematics—a purpose that is clearly important. The obvious value of college and career readiness is one of the reasons why many states and school districts over the last decade have increased their high school graduation requirements in mathematics (Dossey, McCrone, and Halvorsen 2016). However, college and career readiness should not be, and is not, the only purpose of high school mathematics.

The purposes of high school mathematics are not fundamentally different from the purposes of school mathematics across K–12 or education in general, but they need to be considered specifically with respect to high school mathematics education. These purposes empower students to—

- expand professional opportunities;
- understand and critique the world; and
- experience wonder, joy, and beauty.
One difference between students’ experiences of these purposes in K–grade 8 and their sense of them in high school mathematics is that K–8 mathematics is more visible in students’ daily lives than is the mathematics they study in high school. In K–8 mathematics, numbers and geometry in the curriculum are more directly evident in the world—students find examples in their daily needs for counting, sharing, using money, building, and drawing—and they find evidence of them in many news stories. However, the algebra and geometry that students study in the high school curriculum are less evident in the world that they encounter in their daily lives. As a result, many students question the need to study high school mathematics beyond the fact that it is required for graduation or for entrance to a postsecondary education program.

The multiple reasons for teaching and learning mathematics should be clear to both teachers and students as a powerful way to increase student engagement with and motivation to learn mathematics.

**Expanding Professional Opportunity**

The current standards-based reform effort has focused on the purpose of high school mathematics education for future education and employment—college and career readiness—or what mathematics education philosopher Paul Ernest labeled “necessary mathematics” (Ernest 2010). Beyond personal professional opportunity, mathematics education in the United States, particularly since World War II, has emphasized the
importance of mathematics education for national economic and defense interests (Tate 2013), and this in turn has given mathematics status as a subject in the high school curriculum. A limitation of this narrow purpose for mathematics education is that it positions mathematics simply as something that “students need” (Gutiérrez 2012).

Unquestionably, a strong high school mathematics education opens doors to expanded professional opportunities, and this purpose of high school mathematics is a real expectation of students and parents alike (D'Ambrosio 2012). Although high school mathematics has long been seen as necessary for entry to a number of postsecondary education programs that lead to expanded career options, today the role of high school mathematics as essential for access to careers in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) is receiving increased attention from policymakers and business leaders.

This increased attention to preparation for STEM careers is in part due to data that indicate that growth in the number of STEM jobs that the economy generates over the next decade will accelerate, particularly compared with the numbers of jobs in other professions (Vilorio 2014). In 2012, the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST) reported that the United States needs a million more STEM graduates over the next decade to meet the demands in STEM and STEM-related careers (PCAST 2012). Additional data indicate that beginning salaries and salary growth for STEM majors will outpace those of other college majors and in other careers (NACE 2016). Clearly, professional opportunities are available to students in STEM,
and high school mathematics is necessary preparation for access to these STEM and STEM-related careers.

**Understanding and Critiquing the World**

Mathematics is deeply embedded in many aspects of daily life, both seen and unseen. These include modern communication systems, transportation systems, medicine, manufacturing, finance, security, science, engineering, technology, and the increasing use of “big data” sets to make decisions (NRC 2011).

Students should be able to identify, interpret, evaluate, and critique the mathematics embedded in social, scientific, commercial, and political systems, as well as the claims made in the private and public sectors and in public interest-group pronouncements (Ernest 2010). For example, high school mathematics can help students develop precision in reasoning so that they do not deduce conclusions from false statements, use inductive reasoning inappropriately, or mistakenly conclude that the inverse of a true statement is also true.

High school mathematics can help prepare students to investigate the world, understand it, and critique it. When high school mathematics courses integrate tasks that, for example, address income distributions, ecological issues, health rates, taxing structures, or lending practices, students have “access to rich, rigorous mathematics that offers opportunities and self-empowerment for them to understand and use
mathematics in their world” (Stinson and Wager 2012, p. 10). When high school mathematics is approached as a tool to give students a better understanding of their role as members of our democratic society, students are more likely to actively engage in their communities, and are more likely to appreciate their potential power to challenge injustices and contribute to societal improvement (Gutstein and Peterson 2013).

**Experiencing Wonder, Joy, and Beauty**

High school mathematics can potentially cultivate in students a sense of wonder, beauty, and joy, and this is an important, but often neglected purpose for teaching mathematics. The ability to reflect and experience awe is a distinctly human activity, and seeing the world through a mathematical lens can help students experience wonder and beauty in the world in unexpected places. A student with a deep understanding of mathematics can connect counting strategies to Pascal’s triangle or appreciate the role of Fibonacci numbers in nature. The fact that many phenomena of the world can be explained mathematically is itself wondrous. Einstein famously asked, “How can it be that mathematics, being after all a product of human thought independent of experience, is so admirably adapted to the objects of reality?” Mathematical ideas are a triumph of human creativity, and framing mathematics in this way can motivate students to unleash their own creative potential.

Mathematics has been shaped by the cultures in which it was developed, and it is important to see the role of mathematics in history and society (Ernest 2010). Great
ideas of mathematics are as beautiful as great works of art, and just as in the study of art, students can learn to see mathematics as expressions of beauty fashioned by drama and struggle. High school content from algebra or calculus can help students see the beauty of describing the physical world with mathematical precision and help them appreciate the role of mathematics in building modern civilization.

Mathematics has a cultural heritage and history that spans every part of the globe. High school mathematics should strive to highlight the contributions of a variety of cultures to mathematics—not just Western contributions. High school mathematics can illustrate the diversity of ways in which mathematics has been developed and appreciated by many cultures—the Chinese knew about the relationship between the sides and hypotenuse of a right triangle thousands of years before the Pythagoreans. Valuing and developing a better understanding of the multiple contributions that various cultures have made to mathematics can cultivate and nurture positive student mathematical identities.

**The Power of Multiple Purposes**

Undeniably, preparing high school students in mathematics for college and for careers in important. However, addressing critical thinking and the beauty of mathematics is also important. When the multiple purposes of school mathematics are emphasized, students are prepared to “flourish as human beings,” no matter what paths they take in life or what profession they choose (Su 2017). A multi-purposed high school
mathematics curriculum plays a critical role in the cultivation of students who become fully engaged members of democratic society, who contribute to society in positive ways, and who become human beings capable of achieving their full potential, personally and professionally, through the intellectual experiences of their mathematics education.
Creating Equitable Structures

The challenge is clear: “We have a long-standing, thoroughly documented, and seemingly intractable problem in mathematics education: inequity” (Aguirre at al. 2017, p. 125). Each and every student’s access to a high-quality mathematics education is critical, given the importance of mathematics to individuals who are able to flourish fully in their personal and professional lives.

In *Principles and Standards for School Mathematics* (NCTM 2000), NCTM first offered the Equity Principle: “Excellence in mathematics education requires equity—high expectations and strong support for all students” (p. 12). In *Principles to Actions* (NCTM 2014), the Council reinforced its commitment to equity in the Access and Equity Principle, which states, “An excellent mathematics program requires that all students have access to a high-quality mathematics curriculum, effective teaching and learning, high expectations, and the support and resources needed to maximize their learning potential” (p. 59). This publication adopts Gutiérrez’s perspective that equity in mathematics education will not be achieved until it is no longer possible “to predict mathematics achievement and participation based solely on student characteristics such as race, class, ethnicity, sex, beliefs, and proficiency in the dominant language” (Gutiérrez 2002a, p. 153).

Despite this continued focus on equity, the mathematics education community has yet to be able to address the structural barriers, including teacher and student tracking,
which continue to contribute to inequitable student outcomes (Martin 2015). The creation and adoption of more rigorous mathematics standards in most states over the previous decade have provided an impetus for change and improvement. However, barriers still exist, and these are often political, cultural, and systemic. Current reform efforts that focus largely and almost exclusively on standards, with some attention to improved instructional practice, are unlikely to address equity concerns without also addressing and dismantling the conditions, institutional policies and practices, and structures that stand as barriers to the creation of positive mathematical experiences for students—particularly those who are not experiencing success in mathematics.

Addressing these issues will require action on the part of nearly all stakeholders in high school mathematics education: high school teachers, school and district administrators, policymakers at the district and state levels, and teacher educators and researchers in higher education.

Many of these systemic barriers prevent students from developing a sense that learning mathematics is possible for them, and the barriers produce opportunity gaps that lead to unacceptable differentials in learning outcomes. Although a variety of factors beyond the classroom affect students’ opportunity to learn mathematics (Stiff and Johnson 2011), it is necessary for all stakeholders in education to seriously rethink their current practices and revise their policies to better serve all students by removing the structural barriers that deny students access to a high-quality mathematics experience. Three significant structural barriers are directly within educators’ sphere of influence: student
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tracking, teacher tracking, and the instructional support offered to students, both before and during high school.

**Distinguishing between Tracking and Acceleration**

*Catalyzing Change in High School Mathematics* draws a distinction between tracking and acceleration. Tracking is defined here as the placement of students into qualitatively different and, in some cases, terminal mathematics course progressions or pathways—courses or pathways that do not prepare students for any continued study of fundamental mathematical concepts. Often placement into these tracks is based on a variety of nonacademic reasons (Stiff and Johnson 2011), such as perceived academic achievement, race, socioeconomic status, gender, language, or other expectations ascribed to students by adults.

Tracking should be distinguished from acceleration. Acceleration, as described in the NCTM Position Statement *Providing Opportunities for Students with Exceptional Mathematical Promise* (NCTM 2016), may be appropriate if a student has demonstrated deep understanding of grade-level or course-based mathematics standards significantly beyond his or her current level.

The NCTM Position Statement is clear that “when considering opportunities for acceleration in mathematics, care must be taken to ensure that opportunities are available to each and every prepared student and that no critical concepts are rushed or
skipped.” The statement’s emphasis on ensuring that “no critical concepts are rushed or skipped” is too often overlooked. Some school districts push to skip key concepts in a “race to calculus.” Such a race is often misguided. Simply put, mathematics learning is not a race, and evidence suggests that students who speed through content without developing deep understanding are the very ones who tend to drop out of mathematics when they have the chance (Boaler 2016, p. 192).

A recent study (Bressoud, Mesa, and Rasmussen 2015) from the Mathematical Association of America (MAA) addressed the issue of acceleration to calculus in K–12 schools. Bressoud (2015), recommended against racing to calculus and suggested instead providing “an alternative to calculus in high school that focuses on strengthening students’ understanding of algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and functional relations while building problem solving skills.” Similarly, a joint position statement of MAA and NCTM states that the “ultimate goal of the K–12 mathematics curriculum should not be to get students into and through a course in calculus by twelfth grade but to have established the mathematical foundation (and disposition toward mathematical work) that will enable students to pursue whatever course of study interests them when they get to college” (MAA and NCTM 2012).

Appropriate acceleration is and must be acceleration along a common pathway that provides each student with an opportunity to learn the same essential concepts but that eventually branches to a limited set of fluid course progressions that are open to all students. The common pathway presented in Catalyzing Change is specifically
designed to ensure that each student acquires a common focused mathematical foundation. Any mathematical pathway that supports equitable outcomes must be characterized by the learning of significant mathematics that ensures that future student learning options remain open.

Acceleration is often entangled with issues of equity and privilege (Grissom and Redding 2016). According to the NCTM Position Statement, acceleration “opportunities must be open to a wide range of students who express a higher degree of interest in mathematics, not just to those who are identified through traditional assessment instruments” (NCTM 2016). Traditionally, acceleration decisions have tended to be based on student performance on traditional assessments, which have privileged some students and failed to meet the needs of others—often those who lack resources or support.

As the NCTM Position Statement also notes, “Exceptional mathematical promise is not a fixed trait; rather, it is fluid, dynamic, and can grow and be developed … exceptional mathematical promise is evenly distributed across geographic, demographic, and economic boundaries” (NCTM 2016). If the demographics of students accelerated in mathematics in a school or district are not evenly distributed across racial, linguistic, cultural, and economic boundaries, then reflection and analysis are called for to determine why not, and actions should be taken to remove whatever biases or structural barriers lead to this inequitable outcome.
Student Tracking

Tracking students into qualitatively different course progressions, where some students have access to mathematics instruction that prepares them for postsecondary education opportunities while others do not, reinforces the misguided notion that only some people—stereotypically, middle-class and white students—are capable of achieving in mathematics (Boaler 2011).

Tracking in mathematics instruction in the United States is a significant issue. Research has long documented the negative consequences to students placed in the “low” track (Oakes 1985). Despite the known negative consequences, research indicates that students from marginalized groups continue to be tracked in ways that offer them less access to highly qualified mathematics teachers and less access to college preparatory pathways in mathematics (Nasir 2016). A recent report from the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) found that more than 70% of students attend schools where the principal reports that students are grouped by “ability” for mathematics instruction (OECD 2016a). A report from the Brown Center on American Education that examined data covering two decades found that, beginning in eighth grade, three-fourths of students were tracked in mathematics courses (Loveless, 2013).

The learning opportunities provided to students in these different tracks are hierarchically different (Boaler, Wiliam, and Brown 2000). Students in the privileged
“top” track experience mathematics instruction that cultivates their mathematical identities, conceptual understanding, and critical problem-solving and thinking skills. Students placed in the “low” track tend to focus on rote procedures, with instruction devoting little or no attention to developing their understanding or their belief that mathematics is something that they can do. As a result, students in the low track do not receive the high-quality mathematics education that all students deserve. The replication of this experience year after year has long-term negative effects on students’ learning outcomes and their mathematical identities (Stiff and Johnson 2011).

Flores (2007) argues that these low expectations all too often become self-fulfilling prophecies. Once students are placed in a low track, moving out of that track is very difficult (Stiff and Johnson 2011). The opportunity gap created by tracking students into weak, low-quality, and dead-end course progressions puts students further and further behind in the curriculum and leads to what is commonly referred to as the “achievement gap.” This gap is more accurately labeled as the opportunity gap, since it is largely manufactured in schools by tracking practices that place students into low-level courses and dead-end learning pathways, often with less effective instruction (Flores 2007). The tracking of students into instructionally qualitatively different and dead-end course progressions is essentially “educide,” since it severely limits, and all too often ends, students’ opportunities in mathematics and mathematics-related careers.

In recent years, many high schools, at least on paper, have done away with traditional three-track sorting (gifted and talented, regular, and remedial). However, in some cases
tracking now exists in new forms at the high school level. For example, algebra course offerings may sort students into one- or two-year versions of the same course. Students in the two-year version are essentially denied the opportunity to learn as much mathematics as their peers who are placed in the one-year course (AERA 2006). In other new forms of tracking, some schools may label courses as Algebra or Algebra II, although they are in no way rigorous enough to merit these course titles. Different groups of students are then tracked into these different versions of algebra (Stein et al. 2011). Again, the result of these tracking practices is the same: inequitable learning outcomes.

The research is unequivocal: the mathematics experience of students placed in lower tracks with less access to rigorous curriculum and high-quality instruction is qualitatively different from the mathematics experience of students not placed in lower-level tracks. Furthermore, this difference has long-term negative effects on achievement and affective outcomes for the students in lower tracks and ultimately exacerbates learning differentials (Oakes et al. 1990; Schmidt 2009; Schmidt, Cogan, and McKnight 2011; Stiff and Johnson 2011; Tate and Rousseau 2002). *Catalyzing Change in High School Mathematics* recommends an equitable and common pathway focusing on essential concepts in all content domains for the first 2½ years, which, in addition to providing a cohesive high school mathematics curriculum, ensures the highest-quality mathematics education for all students. Students must not be tracked into dead-end course progressions that do not expand their options for future learning but instead limit their
professional and personal opportunities and damage their mathematical identities and sense of agency (defined in the next section, Implementing Equitable Instruction).

In addition, Catalyzing Change recommends that students enroll in meaningful mathematics courses all 4 years that they are in high school. By enrolling in meaningful mathematics courses in every year of high school, students will have opportunities to explore important mathematics in high school beyond the concepts that populate the equitable common pathway and will not experience a gap in their mathematics learning. A one- or two-year gap in high school mathematics enrollment can make it challenging for students to reengage in postsecondary learning of mathematics if their educational and professional plans change. Evidence suggests that students with 4 years of high school mathematics score significantly higher on college entrance exams and require less remediation in college (Achieve 2013). Furthermore, mathematics that builds on the shared essential concepts provides high school students who will not immediately pursue postsecondary courses with important knowledge and skills for different careers.

De-tracking students in high school mathematics can be one of the most challenging policy changes to enact. Although tracking may be considered the “default” method for organizing mathematics in high school (Oakes 2008), ample evidence indicates that de-tracking leads to success for more students (Boaler 2002; Boaler and Staples 2014; Burris and Weiner 2005; Strutchens, Quander, and Gutiérrez 2011). Evidence also suggests that successfully de-tracked high school mathematics programs share, among other factors, two important characteristics: (1) the connections and meaning in
mathematics are emphasized by teachers, and (2) the curriculum is focused on key mathematical ideas (Horn 2006). Implementing a high school mathematics curriculum focused on essential concepts and approaching those essential concepts with rigor, as recommended in *Catalyzing Change*, can increase the likelihood of successfully de-tracking traditional high school mathematics programs.

### Teacher Tracking

Mathematics teachers themselves are often tracked, with the most experienced teachers, or those who are perceived to be the most competent, assigned to upper-level mathematics courses, while inexperienced teachers are assigned to entry-level mathematics courses (Darling-Hammond 2007; Strutchens, Quander, and Gutiérrez 2011). In a study of 29 districts in 16 states, marginalized students had access to less effective instruction than non-marginalized students, and that lack of access to high-quality instruction persisted over time (Isenberg et al. 2013). Educators have a professional and moral obligation to carefully examine whether “teacher assignments and tracking practices are helping or hindering equity” (Lubienski 2007).

*Catalyzing Change in High School Mathematics* recommends that high school mathematics teachers in the same department have “balanced” teaching assignments. This means that each mathematics teacher’s assignment should include both upper-level and entry-level mathematics courses (Gutiérrez 2002b). Balancing teaching assignments deepens teachers’ knowledge of the overall curriculum expectations, can
reduce burnout among new teachers, can populate collaborative teams with experienced teachers, and can develop among teachers a collective sense of responsibility for all students (Strutchens, Quander, and Gutiérrez 2011).

Su (2017) argues that “we have to recognize that even if people are just, even if they desire to be just, a society may not be just if its structures and practices are not also just.” The practices of student and teacher tracking in mathematics education are longstanding barriers to offering each and every student access to a high-quality mathematics education. Tracking practices are not just, and they contribute to unjust differentials in student learning outcomes. Student and teacher tracking practices must be dismantled if we are to achieve the goal of supporting each and every student in reaching his or her potential in mathematics.

**Supporting Student Success in a Common Pathway**

Rigorous K–8 mathematics standards such as the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics (NGA and CCSSO 2010) as well as those adopted by most states, coupled with research-informed effective teaching practices (NCTM 2014), should provide students entering high school with the mathematics foundation necessary to succeed in a common pathway beginning in ninth grade. As previously noted, although there has been significant progress overall in mathematics learning in K–grade 8 over the last 30 years, it would be naïve to assume that every student matriculates in high school with the necessary mathematical background for immediate success in a
common pathway. The reasons for this are numerous, but one reason is the existence of K–8 structures that prevent student acquisition of the necessary mathematical foundation.

One such structure includes student tracking at the K–8 level. Although tracking becomes more obvious in high school, it is not just a high school concern (Flores 2008). Tracking frequently starts much earlier in K–12 education and often becomes visible only when students reach high school. Loveless (2013) reported that in 2011 nearly two-thirds of fourth-grade teachers reported using “ability grouping” in math instruction. All too often this practice begins in the primary grades. For example, in some schools, if there are three first-grade teachers, at the end of kindergarten the students are rank-ordered and divided into three groups, with one first-grade teacher receiving the highest-achieving one-third of the students, the second teacher receiving the middle one-third, and the third teacher receiving the final one-third. Such practices do a disservice to students.

A second obstacle is the traditional way in which many elementary- and middle-level math interventions are structured. Elementary- and middle-level interventions in mathematics, if they exist, frequently remove students from the grade-level curriculum. Although this may support students in acquiring skills and concepts that they missed previously, they may continue to fall behind in the grade-level curriculum if they are removed from it, and they are unlikely to be fully prepared to enter a common pathway without additional support.
Effective interventions provide *additional* instructional time instead of removing students from grade-level instruction (Baker, Gersten, and Lee 2002). This additional time often takes the form of a second period of mathematics instruction at the middle level. To maximize effectiveness, this additional time should be fluid, allowing students to enter and leave as needed and determined by the results of frequent classroom-based formative assessments (Larson and Andrews 2015). Additional targeted instructional time is a support strategy used by some high-performing countries (Barber and Mourshed 2007; OECD 2011).

Effective targeted instructional support should be focused on content that is connected to and promotes the grade-level curriculum (Balfanz, MacIver, and Byrnes 2006; Burris, Heubert, and Levin 2006) and not simply a review of low-level procedural skills. Some scholars have recommended this type of additional instructional time, with students receiving tailored instruction during one period to support success in their core mathematics course, as an effective strategy to support English language (EL) students (Thompson 2017).

At the high school level, double-period versions of courses in a common pathway can also be an effective approach to support students who may experience extraordinary challenge with the content. For example, evidence indicates that double-period versions of algebra courses (and geometry and second-year algebra) can be an effective way to support students in being successful in algebra (Cortes, Goodman, and Nomi 2015;
Larson and Andrews 2015). Double-period versions of courses are preferable to two-year versions of courses, since two-year courses often put students further behind and limit their ability to complete a high school mathematics pathway that will prepare them for postsecondary opportunities (Education Trust 2005).

Finally, to support all students’ success in a common pathway, teachers need to collaborate on instructional issues in professional learning communities. In these settings, they can expand their pedagogical strategies to engage each and every student in meaningful mathematics learning and develop the shared expectation that all students will be successful in a rigorous course progression (NCTM 2014; Strutchens, Quander, and Gutiérrez 2011). Necessary support for teacher collaboration is described more fully in the next section.
Implementing Equitable Instruction

The ways in which students experience mathematics have a significant impact on the way in which they identify themselves as doers of mathematics. Implementing equitable instruction begins with the recognition that students develop mathematics Identities that are highly contextualized and mediated by environments.

Mathematics Identity

In mathematics classrooms, mathematics identity is mediated by how students engage with mathematics. Consequently, mathematics teaching involves not only helping students learn concepts and develop skills and understanding but also empowering students to see themselves as capable of participating in and being doers of mathematics. In too many high school mathematics classrooms, students are passively engaged with mathematics, and little mathematical discourse occurs. Reasoning and sense making are rarely encouraged, and mathematics is positioned as having little relevance to students’ lives or experiences. In other classrooms, students are active participants, engaging in reasoning and sense making, striving to make their mathematical thinking visible to others, using multiple forms of discourse, and critiquing their world through the use of mathematics.
Aguirre, Mayfield-Ingram, and Martin (2013) defined mathematics identity “as the dispositions and deeply held beliefs that students develop about their ability to participate and perform effectively in mathematical contexts and to use mathematics in powerful ways across the contexts of their lives” (p. 14). Depending on the context, one’s mathematics identity reflects a sense of oneself as a competent performer who is able to do mathematics. How students are positioned to participate in mathematics affects not only what they learn but also how they come to see themselves as learners. The ways in which students view themselves as learners of mathematics greatly influence how they participate (Nasir and Hand 2006). Developing students’ identities should be part of teachers’ daily work, in which they use teaching practices that focus on mathematics, leverage multiple mathematical competencies, affirm mathematical identities, challenge marginality, and draw on multiple resources of knowledge (Aguirre, Mayfield-Ingram, and Martin 2013).

**Mathematics Agency**

The ways in which students participate in mathematics and express their mathematics identities determines their level of agency. Agency refers to the expression of one’s identity (Murrell 2007). Students tell others through words and actions who they are and what their purpose is in a particular setting, space, and situation. In mathematics classrooms, agency is expressed in the ways that students engage in productive struggle, take risks to make their mathematical thinking visible, and understand that learning results when they successfully leverage an approach that works for them. A
A high sense of agency allows and encourages students to continue with a rigorous course of study in mathematics.

Mathematical agency is about participating in mathematics in ways that are meaningful, both personally and socially (Berry 2016). Because participation in mathematics involves problem solving, reasoning, sense making, discourse, modeling, and appropriate use of tools, effective learning settings implement core equitable mathematics teaching practices that support mathematical agency (Bartell et al. 2017). Equitable mathematics teaching practices support identity and agency by creating structures for having students’ mathematical ideas considered during instruction, supporting students in viewing themselves as having ownership of mathematical meaning and in coordinating enterprises across contexts to strengthen this ownership (Aguirre, Mayfield-Ingram, and Martin, 2013; Oppland-Cordell and Martin 2014).

**Equitable Mathematics Teaching Practices**

Teachers can build students’ mathematics identity when they use teaching practices effectively to position students as being mathematically competent by creating opportunities for them to demonstrate agency and efficacy (Wenger 1998). The eight Mathematics Teaching Practices articulated in *Principles to Actions* (NCTM 2014) provide a framework for making connections between high-leverage teaching practices that support the development of identity, agency, and competence. These eight Mathematics Teaching Practices are described below with connections from each
practice to identity and agency. Each description ends with a suggestion of the connection.

Establish mathematics goals to focus learning. Mathematics goals have two components: they describe the mathematical concepts, ideas, or methods that students will understand as a result of instruction, and they identify the mathematical practices that students will be learning (NCTM 2014). Establishing norms for participation involves creating structures to position each and every student as participatory and recognizing that participation builds agency (Turner et al. 2013). Within this teaching practice, teachers must establish classroom norms for participation that position each and every student as a competent mathematics thinker.

Implement tasks the promote reasoning and problem solving. Effective use of mathematics tasks motivates learning and helps students build new mathematical knowledge through problem solving (NCTM 2014). Tasks that require reasoning, problem solving, and modeling (i.e., tasks with high-cognitive-demand) result in a positive orientation toward mathematics and oneself as a doer of mathematics (Boaler and Staples 2008). Within this teaching practice, teachers must use tasks in ways that develop positive dispositions toward mathematics and build students’ mathematical identity.

Use and connect mathematical representations. Mathematical representations are of particular importance in helping students to advance their understanding of
mathematical concepts and procedures, make sense of problems, and engage in mathematical discourse (NCTM 2014). The use of multiple representations allows students to draw on multiple sources of knowledge (Boston et al. 2017). Drawing on multiple sources of knowledge acknowledges the mathematical, social, and cultural resources that students bring to mathematics. Teachers who use this teaching practice effectively validate the resources that students bring to mathematics and connect instruction to students’ experiences and interests.

**Facilitate meaningful mathematical discourse.** Discourse gives students opportunities to share ideas and clarify understanding, construct mathematical arguments, develop a language to express mathematical ideas, and learn the mathematical perspectives of others (NCTM 2014). Through discourse, students realize that their work and thinking serve an important role in the mathematics classroom, thus positioning themselves and others as mathematically competent and reducing hierarchical status in mathematics classrooms (Boston et al. 2017). In implementing this teaching practice, teachers create structures that position students as mathematically competent and capable of engaging in sharing their mathematical thinking, connecting with peers to understand others’ mathematical ideas, and participating in mathematical arguments.

**Pose purposeful questions.** Purposeful questioning encourages students to explain and reflect on their own and others’ thinking; it allows teachers to discern what students know and understand and to use these insights to adapt lessons to meet the needs of
students (NCTM 2014). Students who are often asked questions requiring them to explain their reasoning may be positioned differently from students who are primarily asked questions not requiring explanation. The types of questions that students are asked can support positive mathematical identity and agency by positioning students as thinkers and doers of mathematics (Aguirre, Mayfield-Ingram, and Martin 2013). Teachers implementing this teaching practice pose purposeful questions and are mindful of which students they are asking which types of questions and whose ideas are privileged during discourse.

**Build procedural fluency from conceptual understanding.** Conceptual understanding and procedural fluency are critical and connected components in the development of mathematical proficiency (NCTM 2014). Mathematics instruction that focuses solely on remembering and applying procedures advantages students who are strong in memorization skills and disadvantages students who are not (Boston et al. 2017). Consequently, focusing primarily on the memorization of procedures may convey the message that mathematics is not about knowing and doing but is about memorizing. By contrast, teachers who make a practice of building fluency from conceptual understanding routinely connect conceptual understanding with procedural fluency so that students can make meaning of the mathematics and develop a positive disposition toward mathematics.

**Support productive struggle in learning mathematics.** Teaching that embraces productive struggle provides opportunities for students to delve deeply into relationships
among mathematical ideas and to develop understanding that leads them to apply their learning to new problem situations (NCTM 2014). This teaching practice involves giving students time to grapple with mathematical ideas (Hiebert and Grouws 2007). Grappling provides opportunities for students to develop a sense of agency by taking ownership of their mathematical thinking. Working within this teaching practice, teachers allow time for students to engage with mathematical ideas and provide supports through purposeful questioning to support perseverance and identity development.

**Elicit and use evidence of student thinking.** Eliciting and using students’ ideas require that teachers attend to more than just whether an answer is right or wrong. This teaching practice requires focusing on common patterns of reasoning and attending to how students understand a task and how ideas are developed over time (NCTM 2014). Whose ideas are elicited and used in the classroom has strong implications for mathematical identity and agency. Eliciting mathematical ideas from students who are perceived as always giving the right answer positions correctness as more valuable than mathematical thinking. Consequently, students may not share their thinking and may participate only when they believe that they may have a correct answer. By contrast, teachers who make a practice of eliciting and using evidence of students’ mathematical thinking position each and every student as mathematically competent.

Figure 1 provides a crosswalk between the eight Mathematics Teaching Practices in *Principles to Actions* (NCTM 2014) and equitable mathematics teaching practices. The equitable mathematics teaching practices focus on practices supporting identity and
agency. The recommendations in the crosswalk are not intended to be exhaustive; rather the intent is to provoke ideas and serve as first step for teachers who are intentional about implementing equitable teaching practices. Practices highlighted below draw on the work of Boston and colleagues in *Taking Action: Implementing Effective Teaching Practices in Grades 9-12* (2017) and other researchers in mathematics education.
### Mathematics Teaching Practices: Supporting Equitable Mathematics Teaching

| Establish mathematics goals to focus learning. Effective teaching of mathematics establishes clear goals for the mathematics that students are learning, situates goals within learning progressions, and uses the goals to guide instructional decisions. | ● Establish learning progressions that build students’ mathematical understanding, increase their confidence, and support their mathematical identities as doers of mathematics.

● Establish high expectations to ensure that each and every student has the opportunity to meet the mathematical goals.

● Establish classroom norms for participation that position each and every student as a competent mathematics thinker.

● Establish classrooms that promote learning mathematics as just, equitable, and inclusive. |

| Implement tasks the promote reasoning and problem solving. Effective teaching of mathematics engages students in solving and discussing tasks that promote mathematical reasoning and problem solving and allow multiple entry points | ● Engage students in tasks that provide multiple pathways for success and that require reasoning, problem solving, and modeling, thus enhancing mathematics identity and sense of agency.

● Engage students in tasks that are culturally relevant. |
and varied solution strategies.

- Engage students in tasks that allow them to draw on their funds of knowledge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use and connect mathematical representations. Effective teaching of mathematics engages students in making connections among mathematical representations to deepen understanding of mathematics concepts and procedures and as tools for problem solving.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Use multiple representations so that students draw on multiple resources of knowledge to position them as competent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Use multiple representations to draw on knowledge and experiences related to the resources that students bring to mathematics (culture, contexts, and experiences).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Use multiple representations to promote the creation and discussion of unique mathematical representations to position students as mathematically competent.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facilitate meaningful mathematical discourse. Effective teaching of mathematics facilitates discourse among students to build shared understanding of mathematical ideas by analyzing and</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Use discourse to elicit students' ideas and strategies and create space for students to interact with peers to value multiple contributions and diminish hierarchal status among students (i.e., perceptions of</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Comparing student approaches and arguments. | Differences in smartness and ability to participate.
- Use discourse to attend to ways in which students’ position one another as capable or not capable of doing mathematics.
- Make discourse an expected and natural part of mathematical thinking and reasoning, providing students with the space and confidence to ask questions that enhance their own mathematical learning.
- Use discourse as a means to disrupt structures and language that marginalize students. |
| Pose purposeful questions. Effective teaching of mathematics uses purposeful questions to assess and advance students’ reasoning and sense making about important mathematical ideas and relationships. | Pose purposeful questions and then listen to and understand students’ thinking to signal to students that their thinking is valued and makes sense.
- Pose purposeful questions to assign competence to students. Verbally mark students’ ideas as interesting or identify an important aspect of students strategies to position them as competent. |
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| **Build procedural fluency from conceptual understanding.** Effective teaching of mathematics builds fluency with procedures on a foundation of conceptual understanding so that students, over time, become skillful in using procedures flexibly as they solve contextual and mathematical problems. |
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| • Be mindful of the fact that the questions that a teacher asks a student and how the teacher follows up on the student’s response can support the student’s development of a positive mathematical identity and sense of agency as a thinker and doer of mathematics. |
| • Connect conceptual understanding with procedural fluency to help students make meaning of the mathematics and develop a positive disposition toward mathematics. |
| • Connect conceptual understanding with procedural fluency to reduce mathematical anxiety and position students as mathematical knowers and doers. |
| • Connect conceptual understanding with procedural fluency to provide students with a wider range of options for entering a task and building mathematical meaning. |
| Support productive struggle in learning mathematics. Effective teaching of mathematics consistently |
| • Allow time for students to engage with mathematical ideas to support perseverance and identity development. |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>provides students, individually and collectively, with opportunities and supports to engage in productive struggle as they grapple with mathematical ideas and relationships.</th>
<th>● Hold high expectations, while offering just enough support and scaffolding to facilitate student progress on challenging work, to communicate caring and confidence in students.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Elicit and use evidence of student thinking.** Effective teaching of mathematics uses evidence of student thinking to assess progress toward mathematical understanding and to adjust instruction continually in ways that support and extend learning. | ● Elicit student thinking and make use of it during a lesson to send positive messages about students’ mathematical identities.  
● Make student thinking public, and then choose to elevate a student to a more prominent position in the discussion by identifying his or her idea as worth exploring, to cultivate a positive mathematics identity.  
● Promote a classroom culture in which mistakes and errors are viewed as important reasoning opportunities to encourage a wider range of students to engage in mathematical discussions with their peers and the teacher. |

Fig. 1. Crosswalk: Eight Mathematics Teaching Practices (NCTM 2014) matched with equitable mathematics teaching practices
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Supporting Effective Mathematics Teaching Practices

Providing high school students with more rigorous classroom instruction requires improvements in teaching practices (Boston and Smith 2009). Improvements in teaching practices must not only consider ways to make mathematics content more accessible to students but also support students in seeing themselves as knowers and doers of mathematics. Such improvements in teaching practices must consider mathematics identity and agency as essential constructs for raising achievement levels and mathematical dispositions for each and every student. Too many high school students struggle through mathematics classes, experiencing repeated failure, and often they disengage from mathematics, finding little intellectual challenge as they are asked only to memorize and execute routine procedures (Boaler and Staples 2008). Not enough students are offered opportunities to connect different mathematical ideas, apply methods to different situations, and use mathematical modeling. Improvements in high school mathematics teaching depend on improving the collective and individual professional knowledge, and effectiveness of each and every teacher (NCTM 2014).

NCTM’s Professionalism Principle states:

In an excellent mathematics program, educators hold themselves and their colleagues accountable for the mathematical success of every student and for
personal and collective professional growth toward effective teaching and learning of mathematics (NCTM, 2014; p. 99).

For teachers, a key aspect of the Professionalism Principle is recognizing that their own learning is never finished and that they must build a culture of professional collaboration that is driven by a sense of interdependence and collective responsibility (Berry and Berry 2017). Too many high school mathematics teachers plan their lessons alone, teach behind closed doors, keep ideas and activities to themselves, infrequently observe their colleagues’ teaching, and rarely review videos of their own teaching (Leinwand 2015).

Time and professional isolation are two obstacles that have direct impact on the professional collaboration needed to improve high school mathematics teaching practices (Berry and Berry 2016). The lack of time to collaborate among teachers contributes to professional isolation. For many teachers, the regular school day does not provide adequate time or opportunity to engage in the collaboration necessary to improve teaching practices. Professional isolation leads to inconsistencies in teaching practices, creating inequities in student learning (Feiman-Nemser, 2012). Isolation allows “good” and “bad” teaching to go unnoticed or noticed silently. The research provides compelling indications that teachers who collaborate inside and outside their school will work together to notice and interpret aspects of effective teaching, will share a collective responsibility for student learning, and will work to ensure equitable
distribution of resources (Boaler and Staples 2008; Horn 2005; van Es and Sherin 2002).

Time for collaboration must be embedded in the daily work of teachers. Although scheduling challenges exist, schools can purposefully create spaces for informal and formal interactions of teacher collaboration. Schools and teachers should not focus only on what is expected to be taught but also consider what strategies are effective and equitable for teaching and how they will know that students have learned (Kanold and Larson 2015). Collaboration moves teaching from a solitary experience to a public space where teachers engage in critical conservations about teaching and learning.

A strong body of research suggests that equitable mathematics teaching practices in secondary schools have positively impacts on students’ participation and academic success (Boaler and Staples 2008; Larnell, Bullock, and Jett 2016; Gresalfi et al. 2009; Gutstein 2016; Gutiérrez 1996; Hand 2012). When teachers implement practices that support students in engaging in discourse, decision making, exploration, and strategizing, students develop positive mathematics identities and agency. The research suggests that equitable mathematics teaching practices are inclusive when they acknowledge that students bring knowledge and resources from their communities and make community-based knowledge and resources an integral part of mathematics teaching.
Essential Concepts for Focus in High School Mathematics

The content domains of high school mathematics include algebra and functions, statistics and probability, and geometry. The concepts and mathematical practices that students engage in while learning the content from these domains not only form the foundation for the study of mathematics at a higher level, but provide fundamental knowledge and skills required for the study of other disciplines, such as the sciences, economics, and the social sciences, where mathematical modeling, statistical inference, and the analysis of big data are increasingly used, as well as the development of the critical-thinking and problem-solving skills needed for the workplace and for successful participation in democratic society.

Supporting Fundamental Knowledge and Skills

The high school mathematics curriculum should support students in knowing how to solve problems (procedural fluency), understanding why procedures work (conceptual understanding), and knowing when and how to use mathematics (problem solving and application), all while building in students a positive mathematics identity and sense of agency. In addition, the high school mathematics curriculum should help students to see the big picture, key concepts, and connections between the concepts that they are learning. This includes connections between and among the major content domains, among various mathematical representations, and between contexts that relate mathematics to other subjects and to the real world. Helping students to see these
connections builds a deeper and more lasting understanding and a deeper appreciation for the value of mathematics as a problem-solving tool (NCTM 2000).

Technology is driving changes that should be reflected in the high school mathematics curriculum. As a result of advances in technology, “some mathematics is now more important, some mathematics is less important ... and some mathematics is possible for the first time” (Seeley 2006). Digital technology can serve three main functionalities (Drijvers, Boon, and Van Reeuwijk 2010): (1) as a tool for doing mathematics and statistics, (2) as a learning environment for fostering the development of conceptual understanding, and (3) as a learning environment for practicing skills. Dynamic technologies can help students transfer mental images of concepts to visual interactive representations that can lead to a better and more robust understanding of the concept. Computer algebra systems or their equivalent can be tools to explore patterns, develop generalizations, and carry out mathematical processes. Students should have opportunities to use dynamic interactive technology in all content domains to explore and deepen understanding of concepts, to interpret mathematical representations, and to employ complex manipulations necessary to solve problems. Mastery of skills should not be a prerequisite for using the technology in any content area, but instead the focus should be on understanding and interpreting the results (Roschelle et al. 2000; Sacristan et al. 2010).

As stated earlier, one of the purposes of Catalyzing Change in High School Mathematics is to identify a set of Essential Concepts for Focus that all high school
students should learn at a deep level of understanding. These essential concepts represent the most critical content from the content domains—the deep understandings that are important for students to remember long after they have forgotten how to carry out specific techniques or apply particular formulas. However, learning mathematics involves more than just acquiring content and carrying out procedures. The processes and practices that students engage in as they deepen their understanding of key mathematical concepts are as important as students’ acquisition of the key concepts themselves.

Developing Mathematical “Habits of Mind”

Mathematical modes of thought, sometimes referred to as habits of mind, “are useful for reasoning about the world from a quantitative or spatial perspective and for reasoning about the mathematical content itself, both within and across mathematical fields” (Levasseur and Cuoco 2003, p. 27).

Numerous scholars and documents have offered lists of mathematical habits of mind, including the Standards for Mathematical Practice in the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics (NGA and CCSSO 2010), the Process Standards from Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM 2000), and the reasoning habits in Focus in High School Mathematics: Reasoning and Sense Making (NCTM 2009). Some of the mathematical habits of mind that are in common to these various lists include the
following (NGA and CCSSO 2010; Levasseur and Cuoco 2003; Cuoco, Goldenberg, and Mark 2010; Seaman and Szydlik 2007):  

- Making and testing conjectures  
- Generating a variety of approaches to solving a problem  
- Using prior knowledge to guide problem solving  
- Creating strategic examples and non-examples to see underlying structure  
- Looking for patterns  
- Thinking algorithmically  
- Using alternative representations  
- Classifying carefully  
- Using precision in language  
- Modeling with mathematics  
- Reasoning and proving  

These habits of mind, and others, are developed as students engage in challenging mathematical tasks and the problem-solving process. The importance of these mathematical habits of mind lies in their contribution to students’ ability to understand and critique the world. They are consistent with the analytic and interpretative skills needed in today’s workplace (NRC 2012). These mathematical habits support the purposes of learning mathematics outlined in *Catalyzing Change*: they expand professional opportunity, help students understand the world, and increase the
likelihood that students will experience wonder and joy when engaging both in mathematical study and in mathematics in the world.

Two of these habits, proof and modeling, represent broader cross-cutting approaches and provide opportunities for teachers to enhance essential content, as well as to employ each of the eight Mathematics Teaching Practices (NCTM 2014) and their connections to equitable teaching. These habits are described below and highlighted within each content domain.

**Proof.** The idea that truth can be established by using reasoning and proof is a standard of knowledge that is quite special to mathematics. Unlike other fields, where new knowledge may invalidate old knowledge, true statements in mathematics are not overturned by new knowledge. A geometry fact or an algebraic identity or the validity of a statistical method remains true for all time, and even the reliability of a statistical claim has a provable mathematical quantification of uncertainty.

Mathematical knowledge often grows in a cycle of inquiry and justification. As Bass (2015) describes, knowledge often progresses through a trajectory marked by exploration, discovery, conjecture, proof, and certification. The first three phases involve the reasoning of inquiry, and the last two involve the reasoning of justification. Exploration and experimentation are activities in which students discover patterns and form, reject, and/or refine conjectures. Discovery and conjecture often involve inductive reasoning—making inferences from specific examples to general statements—whereas
proof involves determining when and why a conjecture does or does not hold by using deductive reasoning—applying general theorems or statistical methods to specific instances. Together, these activities form a cycle because the proof process may lead to rejecting and refining conjectures. It may also help students to generalize discoveries and develop understandings to help them remember an important claim and how to apply it.

It is important that students see the process of establishing mathematical and statistical truths as the entire cycle of inquiry and justification. The inductive aspect of developing mathematical knowledge is just as important as the deductive aspect. For this reason, the entire cycle of inquiry and justification—both inductive and deductive approaches—should be integrated into each content domain.

Moreover, the cycle of inquiry and justification should be leveraged to implement the eight Mathematics Teaching Practices and their connections with equitable teaching. In the reasoning of inquiry, teachers can ask purposeful questions and facilitate discourse in ways that support mathematical identity and agency. In the reasoning of justification, teachers can elicit evidence of student thinking to build conceptual understanding.

**Modeling.** A mathematical model is a mathematical representation of some real-world process or phenomenon that is under examination, in an attempt to describe, explore, or understand it. Mathematical modeling is the creative, often collaborative, process of developing these representations. Modeling always requires decision making, which
involves determining which aspects of the phenomenon to include in the model and which to suppress or ignore and what kind of mathematical representation to use. As noted by mathematician Henry Pollak, throughout the modeling process, both the real-world situation and the mathematics must be taken seriously (Pollak, 2012).

The mathematical modeling cycle (SIAM 2016) requires students to formulate a problem or question; state assumptions and define variables; apply concepts to the problem or question; analyze and assess the model and possible solutions; iterate, refine, or extend the model; and report results. The “messiness” of authentic modeling problems is also a critical part of the process. In mathematical modeling, students will develop techniques, use tools, and employ different perspectives as they apply concepts to create models based on authentic problems drawn for their own lives or from situations likely to be encountered later in life.

Even though modeling is universally presented as a cycle, modeling in the classroom takes many different forms. Although it is important that students have some opportunities to develop extended models, it is not typically productive to expect students to experience the full cycle as an introduction to modeling. Students can develop a sense of modeling and become comfortable with some of the tools and techniques of mathematical modeling by engaging in small, simple, one- and two-step problems. Small modeling activities both build students' confidence in their mathematical decision making and give them opportunities to develop skills in collaboration with others. The sharing of ideas enables each student to experience new
perspectives on the topics and gain new insights, since they get to see mathematical ideas through another student’s eyes. Participating in modeling also requires extensive communication, further enhancing student learning. Building on experiences with small modeling activities, students are able to benefit from participation in the complete modeling cycle.

Modeling, both as small activities and through the full cycle, should be used within each of the content domains to investigate how different phenomena or events might perform or behave under given constraints or assumptions. Such models provide opportunities to predict what might, could, or probably will happen and, as a consequence, can empower students as decision makers in informed and productive ways.

The process of mathematical modeling provides opportunities for teachers to employ each of the eight Mathematics Teaching Practices and their connections with equitable teaching. Indeed, a desirable outcome of mathematical modeling is that as teachers implement effective practices through modeling, students begin to adopt those practices as well: posing purposeful questions, connecting various representations, and enjoying productive struggle (NCTM 2014).

Mathematical modeling is central and essential to providing high school students with the knowledge, skills, and dispositions needed to make greater sense of the world. Modeling mathematics and statistics should be key components of any high school mathematics program.
Essential Concepts for Focus

The next sections of *Catalyzing Change* describe Essential Concepts for Focus in each of the key content domains and address why they are important in the context of the foundation established for the continued study of mathematics and its use in a variety of careers. The essential concepts are designed to populate the learning targets of an equitable common mathematics pathway for the first 2½ years of high school mathematics. Students who acquire an understanding of these concepts will have continued mathematical opportunities open to them, both in high school and after high school. The general introduction to each content domain section provides an overview of the “big picture” and the value of that content domain for the high school curriculum, providing insight into the question, “Why do we need to teach this?” or, alternatively, “Why do I need to learn this?” The roles of technology, proof, and modeling, as well as connections between the content areas, are highlighted. Examples illustrating the Essential Concepts for Focus are presented explicitly and embedded in More4U throughout each content domain section.

The Essential Concepts for Focus were determined on the basis of a review of recommendations made by several key documents and organizations, including the Common Core State Standards for School Mathematics (NGA and CCSSO 2010) and related state-level standards, the GAISE and SET reports published by the American Statistical Association (Franklin et al. 2005, Franklin et al. 2015, GAISE College Report
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Essential Concepts for Focus: Algebra and Functions

Some general themes in mathematics are the systematic study of patterns, the analysis of change, and the power of deduction. The study of algebra and functions is an important opportunity for students to see how mathematics addresses these themes and their applications to problems of life and society.

The study of algebra in high school is the systematic exploration of the arithmetic of expressions involving unknown or variable quantities as well as methods for finding those unknowns or determining relationships between variables. The English word algebra comes from an Arabic word, transliterated to English as al-jabr, that means “restoration” or “completion.” Persian mathematician Al-Khwarizmi used the word in a 9th-century book in which he systematically solved general quadratic equations, and al-jabr referred to the operation of moving a subtracted expression from one side of an equation to become an added expression on the other side. Today, we use the word algebra much more broadly to describe a collection of procedures that enable one to work with unknown or variable quantities, reasoning logically to determine their values or reach further conclusions about them.

The study of algebra is inextricably linked with the study of functions, which are fundamental objects in mathematics that model many situations in life, often those that involve change. Functions are descriptions of a dependent relationship between one quantity and another. How does the incidence of a disease depend on age? How does
the lift of an airplane wing depend on the velocity of the plane? **Whereas the ordered pair** \((x, y)\) **learned in algebra can represent a single point on a graph or a solution to an equation, a function** \(y = f(x)\) **represents the relationship between a whole set of ordered pairs and can be treated as a single entity with characteristics and behaviors.** Functions are sometimes described by algebraic expressions, but they may also be specified graphically or inferred from data. The **notion of a function** is broad and flexible and can apply to many situations, including some that are not algebraic or quantitative. In high school, understanding and working with functions typically requires the algebraic knowledge and skills for working with equations and expressions, but it also requires a qualitative understanding of properties of that dependence. This understanding can be enhanced by the use of technological tools to visualize graphs of functions and explore their characteristics and behaviors.

*Algebra and functions are the language of generalization: they are useful for describing general patterns of relationships by means of a formula and for answering all questions of a particular type at once rather than solving many questions individually* (Usiskin 1995, 2014). For example, it is helpful to have a general formula to calculate the interest earned in a bank account, given the interest rate and time period, rather than solving a specific problem in each case from first principles. Moreover, classifying the structure of the expressions that arise (e.g. linear, exponential) provides a deeper understanding of the dependences between quantities. How does the population growth depend on time? A facility with algebra and functions can be used to classify the relationship (“exponential”) and bring knowledge of one problem to bear on many others. Although
the essential concepts for functions seek to develop proficiency with linear, exponential, and quadratic functions, students should also have experiences with graphical representations of a variety of other functions to increase their understanding of the broad applicability of functions.

In high school, students use the tools that they have developed for manipulating expressions from earlier mathematics courses to work with more complicated expressions and to connect their understanding of algebra with functions and their graphs. Algebraic knowledge, skills, and understandings are further developed in high school as students connect mathematical representations with their contexts and explore functional relationships such as periodic functions (e.g., temperature graphs) from a broad perspective, often using technology to produce graphs of functions from applied situations. A large part of the study of algebra and functions in high school mathematics should be devoted to applying algebra and functions in the process of mathematical modeling—using functions and algebraic expressions to describe relationships between quantities in context, make predictions about the outcome in new situations, and use data to refine their models—using contexts from the real world.

In contrast to the abstraction of high school mathematics, elementary mathematics focuses on the study of number. However, number remains important at the high school level. In high school, all students study the irrational numbers, together with the rational numbers, integrated within the content domains. Many extensions of number—for example, complex numbers, vectors, and matrices—are studied in high school by some
students but are beyond the set of essential concepts needed as a foundation by each and every student for postsecondary and career readiness. As mathematical applications increase in importance and complexity in the curriculum, numbers in context become even more important and often represent quantities with attached units. As a consequence, students need to attend to units as a way to understand problem situations and mathematical models as well as using units as a guide to solution strategies and the evaluation of conclusions. Choosing appropriate scales in graphing quantities and deciding appropriate levels of accuracy in approximating values are also important in solving problems within and outside mathematics.

**Section 1: Algebra**

Recognizing and using structure in expressions is a central element of algebraic reasoning in high school. Many situations have a common underlying structure (such as a linear or a quadratic relationship between two variables), while others involve expressions that have a recognizable structural composition, such as the sum of a constant and a product, or the product of a sum and a difference. Rewriting expressions in equivalent forms can make different characteristics or features of the expression visible; for example, factored expressions can be analyzed to see when the value of the expression will be positive, negative, or zero. When expressions are used in describing contexts or connected with other representations, parts of expressions, such as terms, factors and coefficients, can be interpreted in terms of the context or representation. Graphs and tables of values can be used to reason that two expressions are equivalent, but definitions and properties of operations are necessary to provide a mathematical
justification. Technology can be used to produce different forms of quadratic or exponential expressions, and students should be able to interpret each representation in relation to a context.

With the assistance of technology, students can use a slider to change the powers in situations such as those in figure 1 to reinforce the difference in a sum to a power and a product to a power, helping them build a mental image of how the results differ. Or they can drag points on a number line, as illustrated in figure 2, and consider questions such as the following:

- “When, if ever, will the two expressions be equal? How do you know?”
- “For what values of $a$ and $b$ will the differences in the two expressions be positive? Negative? How can you tell?”
- “How would your answers change if the exponent was two? Make a conjecture and then change the exponent and see if your thinking was accurate.”

Fig. 1. Powers and sums

Fig. 2. Generating expressions
Solving equations and inequalities is a creative process, often with multiple paths for finding a solution. The structure of an equation or inequality (including one-variable linear and quadratic equations, inequalities, and systems of linear equations in two variables) can be purposefully analyzed to determine an efficient strategy to find a solution, if one exists. Students should focus on justifying their solution path by appealing to mathematical structure and context, recognizing the special cases when an equation is an identity, and when a solution does not exist for a particular domain. Some equations cannot be solved by following a set of procedures but only by reasoning about the numbers and the structure of the equation. For example, reasoning about exponents and the zeros of the quadratic will lead to the solutions for \((x^2 - 5x + 5)^{(x - 1)} = 1\).

Expressions, equations, and inequalities can be connected with contexts both within and outside mathematics. Constraints arising from the mathematics or a context can be represented by equations and inequalities. Values satisfying the constraints are solutions to equations and inequalities, and can be interpreted in terms of the original context and questions. Becoming proficient in using technology to put in sliders and observing what changes and what remains invariant can help students understand and interpret the effect of varying assumptions or conditions, thus becoming purposeful users of mathematical notation.

Students in algebra should engage in the modeling cycle to solve problems such as maximizing profit for a small business, balancing the cost of a product and
corresponding effect on demand, or organizing a bank of elevators for the morning rush so that everyone can arrive on time without having to take the stairs or arrive earlier. In the process, students have to state assumptions and define variables (e.g., original cost, number of elevators, number of stories); apply algebraic concepts to the problem or question; create a model of the situation and use it to find possible solutions. Opportunities to compare solutions across the class can lead students to iterations and improved models as well as understanding how algebra can be used to solve “messy” and complex problems.

Proof is essential in algebra and should not be reserved only for geometry. Proving conclusions in algebra often relies on reasoning deductively from definitions and statements of relationships that are accepted as true, such as the distributive property of multiplication over addition. Asserting that something is true in algebra means assembling a proof that justifies the thinking leading to the statement by using these properties and clearly stated definitions. For example, students might be asked to prove or provide logical arguments for the assertion that if 15 students write down the day of the week on which they were born, at least one day will be used three times. Or they might be asked to show that the number of possible handshakes between \( n \) people is \( n(n - 1)/2 \).

**Essential Concepts of Algebra for Focus in a Common Pathway:**
• Expressions can be rewritten in equivalent forms by using the properties of addition, multiplication, and exponentiation to make different characteristics or features visible. For expressions describing contexts or connected with other representations, each part can be interpreted in relation to the context or representation, including multiple parts representing a single entity.

• Multi-term or complex expressions can represent a single quantity and can be substituted for that quantity in another expression, equation, or inequality; doing so can be useful when rewriting expressions and solving equations, inequalities, or systems of equations or inequalities.

• The solution to an equation or inequality in one variable or to a system of equations or inequalities in two variables, if one exists, are the values of the variable, or variables, that make the equation, inequality, or system true. Candidate solutions, whether generated analytically or graphically, must be checked in the original equation, inequality, or system of equations or inequalities to ensure that they are actually solutions.

• The structure of an equation or inequality (including one-variable linear and quadratic equations, inequalities, and systems of linear equations in two variables) can be purposefully analyzed to determine an efficient strategy to find a solution, if one exists. Many equations and systems of equations
Expressions, equations, and inequalities can be connected with contexts, both within and outside mathematics—in particular, contexts related to linear, quadratic, and exponential situations.

Section 2: Connecting Algebra to Functions

The ability to recognize and apply the distinction between equations and functions in interpreting, constructing, and solving problems is important for continued study in high school and beyond (Carlson, Madison, and West 2010). Relationships between two variables in algebra are generally about a single ordered pair that satisfies the conditions defining a particular relationship, whereas a function describes a set of ordered pairs that can be treated as an object with its own attributes (e.g., the function $f$ is increasing for $x > 2$). A robust understanding of functions is essential for reasoning about and modeling situations—the very situations that allow students to use mathematics to understand and critique the world.

Functions may be described by using a variety of representations (e.g., tabular, verbal, analytical, graphical, recursive). Recognizing the dependent relationship between the input and the output of a function is necessary for thinking about how change in the
input affects the output; this thinking allows for more global thinking about the function beyond a focus on discrete points. Studying the graphs of functions and connecting key features of graphs with the structure of algebraic expressions, as well as recognizing the roles of different parameters in changing some aspects of graphs while preserving others, are essential aspects of high school mathematics.

As high school students explore contexts in science and statistics, they recognize that graphs can be useful tools for answering a question or making a prediction. Creating graphs from data involves generating ordered pairs, selecting axis labels and scales, and, finally, creating a rule or equation that summarizes the relationship between the variables and relating that rule back to the original contexts, questions, and predictions. However, creating equations from graphs is also an important strategy that students often put into practice when given the results of a science experiment or observing behavior with respect to some independent variable such as time.

The coordinate plane provides a way to visualize relationships between quantities, and allows further understanding of connections between algebraic statements and the functions or relationships that they express. A graph associated with an equation consists of an infinite set of ordered pairs, each of which is a solution to the equation represented by the curve. Students explore how linear, quadratic, and exponential functions as well as other functions described graphically behave over intervals specified by describing the change in the output (dependent variable) for intervals of the independent variable, examining such features as rate of change, increasing,
decreasing, maximum or minimum points, symmetry, and intercepts. These features of the graph can all be associated with appropriate algebraic representations for the functions.

Different symbolic forms of the same equation represent different contextual interpretations and connect with different features of the graph that describe the relationship between the variables. Consider for example, the different forms of a quadratic $y = a(x - h)^2 + k$, $y = ax^2 + bx + c$, and $y = a(x - p)(x - q)$, in the context of the number of items sold, $x$, and the profit, $y$, in dollars for a particular company (Adapted from Illustrative Mathematics, [www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/HSA](http://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/HSA)).

1. What do each of the following equations tell you in terms of the number of items sold and the profit earned?

   $y = -2x^2 + 8x - 24$

   $y = -2(x - 2)(x - 6)$

   $y = -2(x - 4)^2 + 8$

2. How do the features of the graph connect to the symbolic equation in each case?
Technology is useful both to do the work of mathematics (performing calculations, graphing, generating tables) and to develop conceptual images of important algebraic and mathematical concepts. As students use dynamically linked interactive technologies to explore concepts, to observe the impact on a graph as they change parameters, and to observe the impact on an equation as they drag points, they are able to focus their attention on the underlying mathematical structures and principles and are able to verbalize what the graphical or tabular representation is telling them instead of concentrating their efforts on the computation.

**Essential Concepts Connecting Algebra to Functions for Focus in a Common Pathway:**

- Functions generalize the algebraic relationship in which equations in two variables represent an input and its corresponding output, often for a given rule or constraint. A function generalizes this relationship from a point-by-point relationship to an entity that consists of the entire set of ordered
pairs as specified by the constraint, and this entity can be named and described in general terms.

- Graphs can be used to approximate solutions of equations, inequalities, and systems of equations—in particular, systems of linear equations in two variables and systems of linear and quadratic equations (given or obtained by using technology).

- Linear, quadratic, and exponential functions can be represented graphically, and key features of the graphs, including zeros, intercepts, and, when relevant, rate of change of $y$, the dependent variable, with respect to a unit change in $x$, the independent variable, and maximum or minimum values, can be associated with and interpreted in terms of the algebraic representation.

**Section 3: Functions**

Functions are a fundamental concept in mathematics. They are the basis of many mathematical applications and a mathematical tool to characterize the relationship between two sets in such a way that a set of inputs (the domain) maps to a set of outputs (the range), with each input mapped to exactly one output. To understand functions is to recognize that functions can be described by using a variety of
representations (e.g., tabular, verbal, analytical, graphical, recursive) and that functions do not necessarily have to be quantitative in nature.

In high school, functions are often studied and understood as families of a particular “parent” function. Function families can be classified by examining characteristic behavior, such as end behavior, maxima and minima, intercepts, and symmetries. The ability to recognize and reason about particular attributes of functions is essential to understanding and using functions to model different phenomena appropriately and solve problems. Although it is important that students be able to recognize, construct, and apply attributes of exponential and quadratic functions, it is perhaps just as important that students see each of these families of functions in a more general sense, as a way to model and explain phenomena. When students compare and contrast different characteristics of functions, they develop a more complex, connected understanding of the structure of functions in general and structures that make families of functions unique.

The following example might be used to help students learn to describe functions in multiple ways and to become familiar with function notation.

Match each graph to a function expressed symbolically and to the verbal description. Explain your reasoning.
Rate of change, one defining characteristic of some function families, can capture how the input and the output of a function vary simultaneously. In high school, students continue to develop their understanding of the complex ideas of function and rate of change as they explore and come to know specific functions in greater depth. For example, students can discover that the rate of change for nonlinear functions is not constant, leading to a discussion of average rates of change over an interval. Just as students have previously experienced linear functions by using multiple representations, students should have frequent and varied opportunities to experience and reason about rate of change of families of functions by using multiple representations in various applied contexts.

Functions allow students to solve problems such as determining what speeds should be enforced to maximize traffic flow in a given area. Given a contextual situation, students can engage in the modeling process (SIAM 2016): formulate the problem; make
assumptions and define variables; create functions to model the situation and analyze the model for possible solutions; iterate, refine or extend the model; and report results.

Essential Concepts of Functions for Focus in a Common Pathway:

- Functions describe the dependent relationship between two sets in a way that maps inputs to outputs so that each input is mapped to exactly one output.

- Functions that are members of the same family have distinguishing attributes (structure) common to all functions within that family.

- Rate of change is a specific attribute of some functions that captures how the input and output vary together.

- Mathematical techniques involving algebra and functions can be used to model real situations involving making and changing assumptions, assigning variables, and finding solutions to contextual problems.
Essential Concepts for Focus: Statistics and Probability

A major objective of statistics education is to help students develop statistical thinking. Statistical thinking, in large part, must deal with … [the] omnipresence of variability; statistical problem solving and decision making depend on understanding, explaining, and quantifying the variability in the data. It is this focus on variability in data that sets apart statistics from mathematics. (Franklin et al., 2005, p. 6)

Statistics and probability concepts that are essential for all high school students include the ability to analyze data, to engage in the process of statistical inference, to understand conditional probability and independence, and to develop quantitative literacy to inform decision making. The concepts build on learning from earlier grades and provide a foundation for future study in more advanced high school courses, in postsecondary education, for problem solving in careers, and, most important, for the thinking and reasoning required of informed members of our democratic society.

All high school graduates will, as members of society, be presented with data-based claims in the course of their lives. Therefore, they must be able to examine these claims and become intelligent consumers of studies, capable of reasoning critically and asking questions about the implementation of the statistical process in those studies. This process includes the statistical question or questions of interest, the type of study design, the data collection process, the sources of variability in the data, how the data
were analyzed, whether the conclusion is appropriate for the study, and whether the conclusion answers the original statistical question. Stated simply, it is necessary that every high school graduate have the statistical reasoning skills to be a “healthy skeptic” when confronting statistical information.

The digital revolution of the last few decades has made statistical thinking an even more compelling necessity in the modern world. Our actions now leave digital footprints, and these are driving the development of “smart” technologies that aim to make our lives more productive, as well as decisions (for good or bad) about what products will be marketed to us and what opportunities will be offered to us. The explosion of data has led to the emerging field of data science, a growing career option and a trend that demands the attention of every person who uses any smart technology. All high school graduates need to have a solid understanding of statistics and probability so that they can be informed consumers as well as producers of innovation that depends on data science.

Section 1: Data Analysis

Statistics is about data—numbers with a context (Cobb and Moore 1997). Data analysis includes “the examination of data for interesting patterns and striking deviations from those patterns” (Moore 1997, p. 3–4). The world today is awash with data that come in many different forms, and analyzing the data is crucial to nearly every aspect of society, including business, industry, health and human services, education, and government.
Investigating or analyzing these data implies posing relevant questions. A set of data is sometimes given as a fait accompli, and the user “interrogates” the data to uncover stories that they may contain. Other times, the data are collected in response to a question. The focus of data analysis is on the underlying structure of the data as a whole and how the analysis might point toward conjectures to explain why an event occurred, lay a foundation for predicting how events might unfold in the future, or be used to compare different subgroups.

At the high school level, the first step in analyzing data is to recognize that data come in two traditional forms, quantitative and categorical, and the techniques for analyzing the two forms are very different. For example, arithmetic means do not make sense for categorical data, and categorical data are typically organized in a table and represented in bar graphs or segmented bar graphs. Technology allows access to large data sets and can be used to organize and manage the data, take random samples, and test conjectures by resampling—all central elements in the emerging field of data science. The emphasis in data analysis is on the shape, center, and variability in a distribution. Variability is encapsulated in the concept of deviation, a foundational concept that appears in different forms in statistics.

In high school, students build from an understanding of the mean absolute deviation to develop an understanding of standard deviation, a measure of “typical” variability from the mean of a set of data, in which the deviations from the mean are squared (note that the sum of squared residuals will be a quadratic, which will always have a unique
minimum as opposed to a sum of absolute values). Outliers (observations that deviate considerably from the basic structure of a distribution) raise important questions: is this an observation that could have occurred by chance, or is it possible that some other factor is involved? Boxplots are a convenient way to display outliers as well as very useful in comparing two or more distributions of quantitative data with respect to the same variable—an important skill in high school. However, a boxplot indicates little about the shape of a distribution, with the exception of revealing whether the distribution is approximately symmetric or asymmetric.

Associations between two categorical variables may be analyzed by organizing the data in two-way tables, interpreting the entries in the cells, and using segmented bar graphs to represent the data. Associations between two quantitative variables may be investigated by representing the paired data in a scatterplot and, when the pattern is linear, searching for a model that “fits” or summarizes the association. In choosing a model, statisticians make assumptions and consider the context as well the data themselves. Initial focus is on linear equations as a broad class of useful models that give an accessible entry to expressing and using mathematics to model the situation. If the underlying structural relationship indicates a linear trend, a line through the “center” of the cloud of points can summarize or capture the essential nature of the trend.

The process of fitting and interpreting models for possible associations between quantitative variables requires a high level of reasoning that involves insight, good judgment, and a careful look at a variety of options consistent with the context and with the questions posed in the investigation. Three important factors should be considered
in analyzing the “goodness” of a fitted model: (1) minimizing the sum of squared residuals by using technology (the residual is the difference between the corresponding coordinate for a point on the line and the actual data value for a given explanatory variable), (2) analyzing the residuals for patterns (one should not be able to predict anything about the error in using the fitted line to predict; for example, the model will always overpredict for large values of the explanatory variable), and (3) considering the context itself. Under the assumption that a linear model is a relatively good fit, the slope (predicted rate of change) can be interpreted in the context of the data. In many situations, the explanatory variable is time, and such plots can be analyzed for trends or lack of trends over time.

Technology allows students to drag a line to generate various models to represent the relationship between two variables. Using technology, students can calculate different sums of the squared residuals as the line is manipulated, enabling students to search for a line that produces a minimum sum of these residuals as shown in figure 1. With this as a background, students can use the least squares regression feature of most graphing technology to choose the linear model that will actually minimize the sum of the squared residuals. They still need to pay attention and reason about the other “think abouts” for fitting a line. For example, figure 2 shows a regression line for the relationship between the distance of a property from “Go” in the game Monopoly and the price of a property and a representation of the squared residuals. Students might note that the costs for railroads and utilities are constant and thus are not necessary to consider in thinking about a potential model for the relationship between cost and distance from “Go.” A careful examination of the residuals in figure 2 indicates that for
properties close to “Go,” the linear model in the figure will overpredict the cost of the property, while for those farther from “Go,” the model will underpredict the cost. Along with the fact that the prices of railroads and utilities are constant, this suggests that another model might be more appropriate—in particular, one that disregards the railroads and utilities.

Fig. 1. Sum of squared residuals

Fig. 2. Pattern in residuals
Under the assumption that a model is a relatively good fit, students should be able to interpret the slope (predicted rate of change) in the context of the data (e.g., 7.8 in figure 1 represents a predicted increase of $7.80 in the cost of a property for every 1 space further from “Go”). They should recognize that the $7.80 is an estimated rate of change.

Because data analysis techniques center on collecting and analyzing data, these techniques are invaluable in engaging students in the mathematical modeling cycle (SIAM 2016). Problems such as how to hire five employees across five departments with unequal workloads as fairly as possible or how to classify insects such as midges as those causing debilitating diseases and those that are harmless can be addressed by identifying variables, creating statistical models, and using these to examine the situation, changing assumptions and posing possible solutions. Regression techniques are also valuable tools in using functions to model “messy” or open-ended problems.

**Essential Concepts of Data Analysis for Focus in a Common Pathway:**

- **Data arise from a context and come in two traditional types: quantitative (continuous or discrete) and categorical. Technology can be used to “clean” and organize data, including very large data sets, into a useful and manageable structure—a first step in any analysis of data.**

- **Distributions of quantitative data (continuous or discrete) in one variable should be described in the context of the data with respect to what is**
typical (the shape, with appropriate measures of center and variability, including standard deviation) and what is not (outliers), and these characteristics should be used to compare two or more subgroups with respect to a variable.

- The association between two categorical variables is typically described by using two-way tables and segmented bar graphs.

- Scatterplots, including plots over time, can reveal patterns, trends, clusters, and gaps that are useful in analyzing the association between two contextual variables.

- Analyzing the association between two quantitative variables should involve statistical procedures such as examining (with technology) the sum of squared deviations in fitting a linear model, analyzing residuals for patterns, generating a least squares regression line and finding a correlation coefficient, and differentiating between correlation and causation.

- Data analysis techniques can be used to develop models of contextual situations and to generate and evaluate possible solutions to real problems involving those contexts.
Section 2: Statistical Inference

Members of society encounter studies reported in the media that contain generalizations about a population or the comparison of experimental treatment groups. These studies draw inferences beyond the analysis of the data distribution by quantifying, in context, the structure that emerges in sampling distributions for a statistic such as a sample mean or sample proportion. The statistical inference process builds on data analysis and is an important component in the development of quantitative literacy. The evolution in the studying of statistical inference from exploring and describing one sample to making inferences about a population is a big leap for students. As David Moore (1990, p. 127) stated, “The question of inference in simplest form is how to draw conclusions about a population parameter on the basis of statistics calculated from a sample.”

Experience with three types of studies (sample survey, experiment, and observational study) is important at the high school level. Further, high school students should understand and appreciate the central role that randomization plays in studies and its importance in statistical inference. The random selection of subjects from a population in a sample survey tends to result in representative samples of the population. In experiments, the intent of randomly assigning treatments is to balance or equalize the treatment groups with respect to potential confounding variables that might affect the response being measured. By balancing the comparison groups, any differences measured can be attributed to the treatment effect of the explanatory variable. For an
observational study with no random assignment of treatments, causality cannot be inferred. Researchers can only observe the association of response outcomes and the effect of the treatment. For an observational study where subjects are not randomly selected from a population, the scope of inference is limited; the researchers cannot generalize from the nonrandom sample to a larger population.

Students should be aware that bias might occur in several different forms: sampling bias, nonresponse bias, and response bias. It is also important for students to understand the process of quantifying the expected variability of a statistic, assuming chance variation. This can be accomplished by using the structure of sampling distributions. This important technique supports valid conclusions about population parameters. With this sampling distribution, the observed statistic from a study is either plausible under a random chance model or surprising. A measurement called the margin of error can be used to quantify sampling variability observed in a sampling distribution. The observed statistic (such as a sample proportion or sample mean), plus or minus the margin of error, provides a range of plausible values for a population parameter. All high school students should have experience using informal techniques to establish the structure of a sampling distribution that allows inferences to be made. Simulations (both hands-on and with technology) serve as powerful tools for building this understanding. The essential concepts listed below for statistical inference describe foundational knowledge necessary for carrying out the statistical investigative process.
Techniques such as simulation can help students create a visual image of the key features of a sampling distribution for a sample statistic. For example, figure 3 depicts results from two different simulations of the proportion of females in 30 randomly chosen people from a population that is known to be 50% female. Both simulated sampling distributions of the number of females are relatively symmetric around 15 females, and the number of females in the different samples of size 30 varies from about 7 to 22 or 23. Repeated simulations for the proportion of females in 30 people randomly selected from a population where the proportion of females is 0.5 will produce simulated sampling distributions with approximately the same shape.

Simulations such as these provide students with understanding of unlikely events. For example, if a random sample of 30 people under the same “50% female” assumption resulted in an observed statistic of 23 females, this result would be considered surprising as it rarely occurs by chance—an outcome that would be considered unlikely, given the 50% assumption.

Fig. 3. Two simulations of sample size 30 for a population that is 50% female
Essential Concepts of Statistical Inference for Focus in a Common Pathway:

- Study designs are of three main types: sample survey, experiment, and observational study.

- The role of randomization differs for randomly selecting samples versus randomly assigning subjects to experimental treatment groups.

- The scope and validity of statistical inferences are dependent on the role of randomization in the study design.

- Bias can occur in sample surveys if the way in which the data were gathered results in certain sample outcomes occurring in smaller or higher percentages than they occur in the population of interest.

- The larger the sample size, the less the variability that is expected in the sampling distribution of a sample statistic.

- Simulation of sampling distributions by hand or by technology can be used to determine whether a statistic (or statistical difference) is significant—whether, in a statistical sense, it is surprising or unlikely to happen when presuming that outcomes are occurring by random chance.
Section 3: Probability

Studying and understanding probability provide high school students with a mechanism for dealing with the chance events that they experience as part of life. Probability theory brings the power of mathematics to describe randomness and chance. It helps students learn that chance variation rather than determined causation explains many phenomena. Experience with and knowledge about probability challenges intuitive ideas about chance and enables students to become members of society who have the capacity to make reasoned decisions about uncertain outcomes.

At the high school level, probability extends students’ experiences with empirically and theoretically derived probabilities of chance outcomes to focus on independence of events and conditional probability. These have numerous applications in human decision making, justifying their study by all high school learners. At the same time, the caution offered by David Moore (1990, p. 122) should be considered:

Do not dwell on combinatorial methods for calculating probabilities in finite sample spaces. Combinatorics is a different—and harder—subject than probability. Students at all levels find combinatorial problems confusing and difficult. The study of combinatorics does not advance a conceptual understanding of chance and yields less return than other topics in developing the ability to use probability modeling. …. A more fruitful step
forward from the basics of probability is to consider conditional probability, independence, and multiplication rules.

The concept of probability is addressed prior to high school, where students have experiences with theoretical and experimental probabilities. In high school, students focus on probability as emerging experimentally through a relative frequency distribution. They are able to contrast the deduced probability based on assumptions to the induced probability based on frequencies of outcome. At the high school level, all students should also develop understanding of independent events and conditional probabilities. Misunderstanding conditional probability leads to confusion between questions like “What is the probability of event A, given event B?” and “What is the probability of event B, given event A?” These two probabilities are usually different but are often confused, and the misunderstanding can have grave consequences in matters of policy, law, and other arenas.

All high school students should encounter chance events in real contexts, including situations involving both dependent and independent events, and they should understand the relationship between independence and probability. Traditionally, conditional probability has been introduced mathematically by using formulas requiring set theory concepts of intersection or complements. However, the study of conditional probability and independence of events by using contingency tables provides a context for conditional probability that is more likely to be accessible for all high school learners. This work builds on the third essential concept related to data analysis. A contingency
A two-way table consisting of frequency counts or relative frequencies that are useful for examining associations between categorical variables. Computing conditional probabilities by using a contingency table is simplified by limiting the focus to a particular row or column known as the marginal probability. The independence of events can also be established by comparing the conditional probability from the contingency table with the marginal probability. A conditional probability can be derived by using data from a table and the summed total for the condition.

For example, the data in table 1 summarizes a survey of high school students who indicated their gender and whether or not they had a pierced ear (one or both).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pierced</th>
<th>Not Pierced</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using the data in table 1, students can examine the association between gender and ear piercing. They can understand that, for this population, the variables are not independent (both males and females can have their ears pierced), and they can compute the percentages to investigate any association between the two variables.
Figure 4 shows a graphical display of the data. On the basis of this survey data, for example, the probability that a randomly selected student has an ear pierced is 648/1000, or .648, a marginal probability that can be read from the table. For the condition “having a pierced ear,” the probability that the student will be male is 72/648, or .111. If the condition is that the student is male, then the probability that he has a pierced ear is 72/360, or .200. Each of the last two sentences is an example of conditional probability, which is computed easily from the table.

To address whether a possible association between gender and ear piecing exists, consider the marginal probability of a randomly selected student having a pierced ear and the conditional probability of a randomly selected students having a pierced ear if the student is male. Since .648 is not equal to .200, the two events are not independent, and an association exists.

Fig. 4. Gender and pierced ears—percentages and counts in tables and bar graphs

Essential Concepts of Probability for Focus in a Common Pathway:
• Two events are independent if the occurrence of one event does not affect the probability of the other event. Determining whether two events are independent is important for finding and understanding probabilities.

• Conditional probabilities—those “conditioned” by some known information—can be computed from data organized in contingency tables. Understanding how conditions or assumptions affect the computation of a probability is an important life skill because many events or models are based on conditions or assumptions.

Section 4: Making Decisions and Quantitative Literacy

Data analysis, statistical inference, and probability offer people ways of coping with and making decision about changing events and uncertain outcomes that are inherent to personal and societal interactions. All high school students should be given opportunities to consider how concepts related to statistics and probability across many different contexts might affect their lives and should make sense of these experiences by reasoning and using their knowledge of mathematics and statistics to make informed decisions that will enable them to act accordingly.

Because members of our society must make many decisions involving data, being able to reason statistically is critically important for all high school graduates. Quantitative
literacy refers to using mathematics and statistical reasoning to gain understanding in five dimensions (Steen 1997): practical (routine tasks encountered in daily life), civic (public policy matters), professional (employment skills), recreational (games, sports, and lotteries), and cultural (elements of human civilization).

Decision making too often is considered an art that relies on subjective human judgment and not a science resulting from objective, analytical, and data-driven processes. Whether the decisions are tied to health care, politics, or their personal lives, students completing high school should be able to apply the mathematical and statistical skills and knowledge that they develop in high school to inform and make decisions that confront them as members of society. Students arrive in high school with knowledge of probability and skills tied to finding probabilities of events that they have developed in earlier grades. Linking the concept of probability to weighted measures of probable gains or losses over long or repeated incidents can inform decision making by quantifying risks and benefits.

Similarly, probability and quantitative reasoning are useful in political decision making. Understanding polling results and thinking critically about the assumption underlying different polls help members of society consider how to vote or take part in democratic processes. With members of our society using social media to gain information and with social media purposefully influencing our opinions, our need to develop students who are critical thinkers, capable of sound mathematical and statistical reasoning, is great.
The concept of long-run average value is particularly important because quantifying what might be expected over the long run is accomplished by multiplying the probability times the value (typically a financial gain). This concept enables all learners to use statistical reasoning to evaluate decisions and assess relative risks, an important component of their lives as adults.

**Essential Concepts of Quantitative Literacy for Focus in a Common Pathway:**

- Quantitative literacy is central to being able to evaluate conclusions and inform decision making.

- Reasoning based on statistical knowledge and skills and methods from data science can be used to evaluate reports and assess risks on the basis of statistical studies.
Essential Concepts for Focus in Geometry

The English word *geometry* derives from Greek, \( \gamma\epsilon\omicron\omega\mu\epsilon\upsilon\rho\iota\alpha \), with \( \gamma\epsilon\omicron \), or \( \gamma\epsilon\omega \), meaning “the earth” and \( \mu\epsilon\tau\omicron\rho\iota\alpha \), or \( \mu\epsilon\tau\rho\iota\alpha \), meaning “measurement.” Geometry provides systems, knowledge, skills, and techniques to understand, represent, and solve problems related to the space in which we live. The study of geometry—including using transformations, building understanding of measurement, using arguments and proof to develop and communicate reasoning, solving problems and using mathematics to model phenomena—develops important skills for life, postsecondary education, and careers.

*High school geometry serves a special role, enabling students to learn to systematize the way that they think about shapes and motion.* Whether one is trying to move a dresser around a corner in a flight of stairs, place a ladder safely, or describe the motion of an airplane, one draws on geometric ideas. By classifying types of rigid motions and understanding the results of combining them, students learn that something that may initially seem complicated—the set of all possible ways to move objects while preserving distance—can actually be decomposed into four distinct types that can be more easily grasped. Moreover, the idea of decomposing transformations into types is echoed throughout mathematics. In linear algebra and differential equations, decomposing transformations is the key to developing algorithms and finding general solutions. Students learn to look at transformations not only in terms of the result of
movement but also in terms of identifying important attributes that vary or remain unchanged.

Measurement—quantifying size and shape—is a basic tool for understanding and appreciating the world that we inhabit. In ancient times, geometry was developed to assess the circumference of the earth and navigate the seas. In contemporary times, it helps explain the roundness of soap bubbles, the "page rank" of a webpage, measures of “compact areas” in legal cases on gerrymandering, and the “metrics” by which productivity is measured in business. These ideas all have foundations in geometry. Moreover, any measurement also involves making explicit underlying idealizations or contextual assumptions (e.g., the earth is a sphere, the importance of a webpage depends on how many other webpages are linked to it). It is not possible to divorce the quality of measures of a compact area in a gerrymandering case from the culture and history of the region and its geometric attributes, such as rivers or coastal lines. Soap bubbles are spherical because spheres optimize volume for a given area, and this explanation relies on the unstated assumption that nature optimizes. Clarity about principles and assumptions is essential to effective argumentation and mathematical modeling as well as for understanding others' arguments.

Geometry provides opportunities for creative investigations that open avenues both to argumentation leading to proof as well as to mathematical modeling. When constructing figures by using dynamic geometry software—for example, to examine the shapes formed by midpoints of the sides of quadrilaterals or to determine the concurrence of
bisectors of various polygons—students have the opportunity to reflect on the independence of the vertices of the quadrilateral or polygons, and of the dependence on midpoints or bisectors on the vertices and edges created. From such investigations, informal arguments or formal proofs emerge. The practice of identifying independent and dependent parameters is useful not only in mathematics but also in solving problems of real life and in the sciences, humanities, and social sciences. Both geometric argumentation and mathematical modeling with geometry are essential for high school study.

Section 1: Transformations for the Study of Congruence, Similarity, and Symmetry

Transformations come in various types and are distinguished by the geometric attributes that they preserve. Transformations include rigid motions, scaling transformations, horizontal and vertical stretches, and shear transformations—among others. Equivalences between mathematical objects—such as congruence and similarity—can be formulated based on transformation types, as can symmetries of mathematical objects.

Transformations, explained by Felix Klein (1872) as part of what was known as the Erlangen Programme, greatly influenced the future of mathematics over the past century. As Douglas and Picciotto (2017) argue today, there are both pedagogical and mathematical reasons for studying geometry from a transformation viewpoint.
Pedagogically, traditional congruence postulates are not intuitive, whereas congruence as defined by means of rigid motions is very close to intuitive notions of congruence (“if you can superimpose the figures, they are congruent”). Moreover, approaching geometry from a transformation viewpoint facilitates integration with technology, such as graphing and dynamic geometry software. These technological tools allow students to work with mathematical constraints in rigorous ways and more easily share and generalize their work on tasks such as polygon construction and locus exploration.

Mathematically, transformations offer deep links between algebra and geometry, both through the concept of a transformation as a function and through their use in algebra in discussing graph transformations. Transformations are functions, and discussing the inputs and outputs of transformations, as well as using function notation for transformations, provides opportunities to discuss algebraic ideas such as inverse and composition, as well as fixed points. Such ideas play a prominent role in college-level mathematics. Graph transformations in algebra can be classified and analyzed as compositions of translations and stretch transformations. Crucially, transformations make it possible to discuss congruence or similarity of curves such as ellipses, parabolas, or other graphs that may arise in using algebra to describe natural phenomena, in ways that are far easier for students to grasp than through traditional notions of congruence that rely more heavily on triangles.

Systematizing our understanding of transformations includes classifying them, and classification is useful because it provides strategies for working with symmetry and
equivalence. For instance, showing that two figures are congruent means showing that one figure can be mapped to the other by rigid motions—that is, motions that preserve length and angle measure. Showing that a figure is symmetric means showing that it can be mapped to itself by a rigid motion. Congruence of line segments of equal length, and criteria for triangle congruence and similarity (e.g., SAS, SSS, ASA) and non-criteria (e.g., SSA) provide opportunities to make congruence and similarity arguments.

(It is worth noting as an aside that, in traditional Euclidean geometry, the SAS congruence criterion and the congruence of equal-length line segments are both taken as postulates. However, from a transformation perspective, where the congruence of two objects is defined as the existence of a rigid motion that maps one to the other, and reflection, rotation, and translation are postulated as rigid motions, the SAS criterion and congruence of equal-length line segments are statements that require proof and can be proven.)

Because all nontrivial rigid motions can be classified into translations, rotations, reflections, and glide reflections, establishing congruence or symmetry means finding one of these four motions. This classification is worthwhile because “finding a translation, rotation, reflection, or glide reflection” is conceptually easier than “finding a transformation that preserves length and angle measure.” Without this classification, the only information known about rigid motions is that they preserve length and angle measure. Analogously, showing that two figures are similar means showing that one figure can be mapped to the other by a scaling transformation. Scaling transformations—those motions that preserve angle measure and ratio of lengths—can
be classified into dilations and their compositions with rigid motions. Shear transformations preserve area and can be used to generate different triangles with the same area, or different parallelograms with equivalent area.

The classification and definitions of rigid motion and scaling transformations afford another technique for working with congruence and similarity. The composition of a finite sequence of rigid motions is itself a rigid motion because length and angle measure are preserved by each component of the composition; and the composition of scaling transformations is itself a scaling transformation because angle measures and ratios of length are preserved by each component of the composition. Hence, showing that two figures are congruent can consist of determining a sequence of rigid motions that maps one figure to the other, and showing that two figures are similar can consist of determining a sequence of scaling transformations that maps one figure to the other. Also important is the foundational theorem that states that if \( k \) is the ratio of similarity between two figures, the corresponding distances are in the ratio \( k \), the corresponding areas are in the ratio \( k^2 \), and the corresponding volumes are in the ratio \( k^3 \).

As an example of congruence arguments as an Essential Concept for Focus, consider a learning activity addressing the question of when two triangles are congruent from the Mathematics Assessment Resources Services (Mathematics Assessment Project 2017, pp. S-3, S-4). The task in this activity is framed in the following manner and uses a card set as depicted in figure 4:
Two sides of Triangle A are the same length as two sides of Triangle B. One angle in Triangle A is the same measure as an angle in Triangle B.

Draw examples of pairs of Triangles A and B that have the properties stated in the cell. Decide whether the two triangles must be congruent, and record your decision. If you decide that the triangles do not have to be congruent, draw examples and explain why. If you decide that the triangles must be congruent, try to write a convincing proof. (Mathematics Assessment Project 2017, pp. S-3, S-4)

Fig. 4. Activity cards for Must the Two Triangles Be Congruent? (Mathematics Assessment Project [2017, p. S-3])

There are two stages to this task. The first stage is experimenting with the angle and sides named in the property to understand that the property could be interpreted as the
SAS criterion or SSA or something else, depending on the location of the angle. After determining that SSA does not imply congruence, we would be ready to move to the second stage, which is experimenting with rigid motions to prove that the SAS criterion does imply congruence of triangles. For instance, we might first translate Triangle A to Triangle B so that the vertex of the named angle coincides. We then might need to reflect Triangle A about a line through the vertex so that the sides of same length are in the same orientation relative to each other as those in Triangle B. Then we can rotate one side so that it is coincident with the other side. Since rotations preserve angle measure, and we are given that the angles between the sides are the same measure, the other side must coincide. Since rotations also preserve length, the endpoints of the triangle must be coincident. Hence, the three vertices of the triangle are now coincident. Since every pair of points determines a unique line segment, we have found a sequence of rigid motions that maps Triangle A to Triangle B. Hence, if Triangle A and Triangle B satisfy the ASA criterion, they are congruent.

Showing that a figure is symmetric can consist of determining a sequence of rigid motions that maps that figure to itself. Graphs of functions and other curves provide opportunities to make congruence and similarity arguments as well as connect algebra and geometry.

**Essential Concepts of Transformations for Focus in a Common Pathway:**
• Transforming different shapes, including graphs of functions, provides opportunities for describing the attributes of the shapes preserved by the transformation and for describing symmetries by examining how a shape or subset of a shape can be mapped to itself.

• Transformations in geometry serve as a connection to algebra through the concept of functions.

• Figures, including graphs of functions, are defined by their attributes, and showing that two figures are congruent involves finding a rigid motion (translation, rotation, reflection, or glide reflection) or sequence of rigid motions that maps one figure to the other.

• Figures, including graphs of functions, are defined by their attributes, and showing that two figures are similar involves finding a scaling transformation (dilation or composition of dilation with a rigid motion) or sequence of scaling transformations that maps one figure to the other.

Section 2: Measurement in Two and Three Dimensions

Geometry helps us measure unknown lengths, areas, and volumes by making use of known measurements with two- and three-dimensional representations. Measurements
of lengths, areas, and volumes can be computed by considering approximations, transformations, intersections, unions, and complements of objects or their lengths, areas, or volumes. Measurements can also be computed by using attributes such as height, side lengths, areas of faces, or coordinate locations.

The length or area of a curved object can be understood as a limit of a sequence of sub-lengths or sub-areas of polygonal objects that successively approximate the curved object.

As an example of the Essential Concept for Focus on constructing objects to support an understanding of measurement, consider discovering formulas for the area and circumference of a circle. These activities can provide opportunities to discuss how constructing approximating polygons and right triangles are useful for measurement. Students may explain the formulas for the area and circumference of a circle by using regular polygons with increasing numbers of sides inscribed in the circle. The essential idea of the explanation is the use of inscribed regular polygons and the right triangles within to approximate the circles. As the number of sides increases, the polygons approximate the circle, and so the area and perimeter of the polygons should approximate the circle’s area and circumference, respectively. Combining this idea with facts about triangles, the process of finding the formulas for area and circumference of a circle can foster understanding of the formulas. The approximating shapes can be thought of as a union of line segments, triangles, or rectangles, providing a useful strategy for approximations in life as well as a conceptual connection to calculus.
Constructing and measuring lengths and areas associated with two-dimensional shapes provides opportunities to dissect and rearrange the shapes into pieces such as circles, polygons, or other known figures. Constructing and measuring volumes, surface areas, and lengths associated with three-dimensional shapes provides opportunities to dissect and rearrange the shapes into pieces such as spheres, cones, pyramids, or other known figures.

Constructing right triangles is an essential technique for measurement. The length of a line segment between two coordinate points, and therefore the distance between two coordinate points, can be found by using the Pythagorean theorem. By similarity, side ratios in right triangles are properties of the angles in the triangle, leading to definitions of trigonometric ratios for acute angles.

**Essential Concepts of Measurement for Focus in a Common Pathway:**

- Constructing approximations of measurements with different tools, including technology, can provide insights that support the understanding of measurement.

- Lengths, areas, and volumes of an object can be computed by determining how the object might be constructed by using products, intersections, unions, and complements of other objects and their volumes. For example,
the volume of a cylinder is the product of the area of a cross section and its height, and the area of a ring-shaped figure is the complement of the area of the inner circle.

- When an object is the image of a known object under a scaling transformation, the length, area, or volume of the image can be computed by using proportional relationships.

Section 3: Geometric Arguments, Reasoning, and Proof

Geometry helps us systematize how we describe and represent objects and their motions, as well as how we make deductions about measurements and properties of objects. The geometric arguments that are possible and the ways in which objects are represented by using geometry depend on assumptions used and structures available. Technology can be used to quickly construct and compare many examples of figures that satisfy certain assumptions. Students may use technology-constructed examples to formulate conjectures about the polygons formed by connecting midpoints of the sides of a quadrilateral consecutively or determining the concurrence of medians of polygons. In these specific cases, the “midpoint” function in dynamic geometry software allows for rigorous construction of examples, and dragging one or all the vertices to different locations generates different examples. More generally, technology allows students to discuss and examine what is independent and what is dependent (e.g., vertices are
independent, but midpoints depend on the vertices) and how to take these dependencies into account when constructing geometric objects. The important proportional relationship among lengths, areas, and volumes of similar figures can be investigated and established by using technology as well as through informal and formal argumentation.

Proof has traditionally been a mainstay of communicating geometric reasoning, but proof is also important in other areas of mathematics—particularly, algebra. All students should consistently experience mathematically interesting proving tasks throughout a high school geometry class. Activities that support proving, but which are not themselves proving activities, include conjecturing activities and computation activities. Proof is sometimes formatted with a two-column approach, with one column headed “statements” and the other column headed “reasons.” Although this may sometimes be a valuable way for a student to express reasoning systematically, other approaches can and should be used. Not all proofs are best communicated by the two-column approach. Students may also, for example, write sentences (paragraph proof), or use boxes (flow proof), or they may employ other formats, or combine formats, for communicating proof. Essential for both career and postsecondary education is students’ ability to communicate reasoning by means of a constructed argument in which one step leads logically to the next, complete with justification.

Geometric transformations, models, and proofs can be conceived of both synthetically and analytically. Synthetic arguments are deductive arguments based on the Euclidean
axiomatic system. Finding an analytic argument or description means finding an argument or description that uses algebra with coordinates. This means using structures such as a marked origin, designated horizontal and vertical directions, and designated unit length. These structures make it possible to define attributes such as slope. Coordinates can be used to describe shapes and their motions in terms of equations of graphs and their parameters.

As an example of the Essential Concept for Focus on proofs, consider the following two proofs of the congruence of vertical angles.

**Claim.** *Vertical angles are congruent.*

**Proof from a transformational viewpoint:**

Use rotation by 180 degrees to send each line to itself (this is possible since a straight angle measures 180 degrees).

Rotation then sends vertical angles to each other.

Rotation sends angles to angles of same measure, so the vertical angles must have the same measure. ■

**Proof from synthetic viewpoint:**

Let $x$, $y$, $x'$, $y'$ be measures of angles around a point formed by two intersecting lines, labelled counterclockwise.

The measures $x$ and $x'$ are measures of vertical angles.
A straight angle measures 180 degrees; hence the following is true:

\[ x + y = 180 \text{ degrees} \]
\[ y + x' = 180 \text{ degrees} \]
\[ x' + y = 180 \text{ degrees} \]
\[ y' + x' = 180 \text{ degrees} \]

Hence \( x = x' \) (using the first two equations) and \( y = y' \) (using the last two equations).

This is a standard result, typically proved from a synthetic viewpoint, and most often addressed early in a geometry course. This example is presented here because it illustrates the potential for introducing different viewpoints early in geometry.

**Essential Concepts of Geometric Arguments for Focus in a Common Pathway:**

- **Using technology to construct and explore figures with constraints** provides an opportunity to explore the independence and dependence of assumptions and conjectures.

- **Proofs of theorems can be made from a synthetic point of view by using a deductive approach as well as from an analytical point of view by using an algebraic approach. Both approaches can be useful, and in some cases one approach may provide a more understandable argument than the other.**
• Symmetries of figures can be useful in proving theorems by using transformations, whether the proof uses synthetic or analytic techniques.

Section 4: Solving Applied Problems and Modeling in Geometry

High school students must be provided with problems and tasks that allow them to apply abstract geometric concepts that they have learned or are learning to solve problems, model real-world phenomena, and inform decisions. Students’ experiences in geometry should include posing and solving problems situated in familiar contexts, such as landscaping, architectural designs, or urban planning. They should experience solving problems about maps, buildings, roads, or parks.

Essential Concepts of Modeling in Geometry for Focus in a Common Pathway:

• Applying abstract geometric concepts involving congruence, similarity, measurement, trigonometry, and other related areas to solving problems situated in real-world contexts provides a means of building understanding about concepts and experiencing the usefulness of geometry.

• The mathematical modeling cycle using geometric concepts and methods introduces geometric techniques, tools, and points of view that are valuable to problem solving.
Developing Equitable Common Pathways for High School Mathematics

High school students come from very diverse backgrounds with respect to culture, experience, language, socioeconomic status, personal and professional goals, and postsecondary educational goals. A high school mathematics and statistics curriculum must be designed to give this diverse set of students a mathematics education that will not only prepare them for the next steps in their future but also give them an appreciation of what mathematics is and how it can be useful in their lives, no matter what direction they take. To maximize students’ opportunity after high school, it is imperative that all students complete 4 years of high school mathematics, including a mathematics or statistics course during their last year of high school.

The preceding section describes Essential Concepts for Focus with respect to the three high school content domains of algebra and functions, statistics and probability, and geometry. These essential concepts provide the foundational knowledge and experiences required to support every high school student achieving his or her goals and interests. Curriculum built on the Essential Concepts for Focus represent an equitable common pathway consisting of five semesters, or 2½ years, of a student’s high school mathematics experience. As students traverse the common pathway, they learn and develop their skills and understanding as a common foundation for the continued study of mathematics necessary to graduate from high school prepared for a wide variety of choices among postsecondary and career options as well as for participation in democratic society. A common set of essential concepts learned in a
shared setting provides the equitable education experience that all high school students deserve.

Table 1 presents three pathways as possible ways to realize the vision of high school mathematics described in *Catalyzing Change in High School Mathematics*. These options are not offered as the only possible options but are intended to serve merely as a catalyst for discussion in high schools and school districts concerning possible effective ways to organize the curriculum with the goal of ensuring that each and every student has an opportunity to learn the essential concepts for focus outlined in this publication.

Each model contains an equitable common pathway of 5 semesters that at a minimum addresses the Essential Concepts for Focus outlined in the preceding section. Offering students a common mathematics pathway in the first years of high school is a similar approach to that used in Finland to organize the curriculum (OECD 2011). This common structure would enclose a range of implementations that a school or district could choose among to best fit its unique circumstances and resources. What *Catalyzing Change* refers to as Essential Concepts 1 and 2, Essential Concepts 3 and 4, or Essential Concept 5 could represent single high school courses or be divided into two semesters built around the Essential Concepts for Focus.

Table 1. Possible pathways
### Pathway: A
- **Math 8**: Essential Concepts 1 and 2
- **Grade 9**: Essential Concepts 3 and 4
- **Grade 10**: Essential Concepts 5/Modeling
- **Grade 11**: -Statistics/Precalculus - Other electives
- **Grade 12**: -Calculus -Finite Math - Statistics - Quantitative Literacy
- **Postsecondary Year 1**: -Calculus

### Pathway: B
- **Math 8**: Essential Concepts 1 and 2
- **Grade 9**: Essential Concepts 3 and 4
- **Grade 10**: Essential Concepts 5/Precalculus
- **Grade 11**: -Calculus
- **Grade 12**: -Calculus II or III

### Pathway: C
- **Accelerated**

1. These electives might include quantitative literacy, discrete mathematics, financial mathematics, mathematics in the fine arts, history of mathematics.

The Essential Concepts for Focus could be organized in a sequence that more closely represents the traditional U.S. progression of courses or one that uses an integrated approach to the curriculum. For example, the essential concepts could be organized to move Geometry first (semester 1) followed by Statistics/Probability (semester 2) in grade 9. This would allow all students entering grade 9 to start at the same point, giving them access to the same mathematics and building on their experiences in the middle grades. In semesters 3 and 4 (grade 10), students would continue their study of
algebra, moving from their work with coordinate geometry and linearity to quadratics and exponential equations.

For Pathways A and B, semesters 5 and 6 could be structured as a yearlong course or two distinct semesters. Both options would contain the essential concepts for focus related to functions, including linear, quadratic, and exponential functions in semester 5. In Pathway A, a yearlong course might expand on this set of functions to include modeling experiences that use these functions and other aspects of the essential concepts in a variety of contexts and applied problems.

In Pathway B, a yearlong course would contain the same coverage of the essential concepts related to linear, quadratic, and exponential functions as in Pathway A, expanded to include logarithmic and trigonometric functions and other precalculus concepts to prepare students for taking calculus in high school or at the postsecondary level. Alternatively, offering two distinct semesters would allow one semester (semester 5) that provides a common experience that covers the essential concepts and a second semester (semester 6) that would provide two different options: students could choose whether to focus directly on the knowledge of functions and other precalculus-related topics that they would need if they elected to take calculus in high school (Pathway B), or they could choose to focus on modeling and/or quantitative literacy (Pathway B) to build the foundation that they would need for further study in mathematics in the final year of high school. Which second-semester path students would take could be determined by their postsecondary or career goals. The final year (2 semesters) of high
school could offer students a variety of choices that might include AP Calculus, AP Statistics, Precalculus, Quantitative Literacy, Financial Mathematics, and/or Discrete Mathematics. Innovative courses that address students’ interests and future needs, such as mathematics for computer science, for technology careers, or for fine arts, should be considered. It is critical that the pathways be consistent with one another with respect to rigor, relevance, and the postsecondary opportunities that they afford students.

Policies and practices must ensure that all students have an opportunity to complete the 2½ years that represent the common pathway and provide the supports necessary for them to be successful. However, Pathway C (Accelerated) acknowledges that some students might enter this pathway at a different point and some students might move through the pathway at an accelerated pace. As outlined earlier, Catalyzing Change argues that acceleration through the common pathway should be an exceptional practice, reserved for those students who will benefit from acceleration because their mathematical development and depth of understanding has been demonstrated to be substantially beyond grade-level learning standards (NCTM Position Statement, October 2016). Students demonstrating this complete and deep understanding beyond grade level should be provided with the opportunity to progress through the common pathway with appropriate extension that deepens their mathematical curiosity, knowledge, and skills.
If students enter the common pathway in high school without the necessary proficiency in the K–8 mathematics curriculum, additional targeted instructional supports should be provided to ensure that they are able to access the content of the common pathway beginning in grade 9, as described earlier, in the section Supporting Student Success in a Common Pathway. The vast majority of students identified with mathematics difficulties and disabilities can be successful in the common pathway with the additional targeted instructional supports outlined in that section. The Essential Concepts for Focus can serve as the foundation for the creation of mathematical learning goals in an Individualized Education Plan (IEP) or 504 plan, with appropriate and specific accommodations and/or modifications.

The expectation in *Catalyzing Change* is that a single curriculum model to deliver the common pathway would be offered to all students in a single school setting to avoid the creation of separate and unequal tracks. In other words, an individual school would not offer both an integrated and traditional pathway. Whichever curriculum pathway model schools choose or develop, the implementation should not degenerate into a situation of de facto tracking (see the earlier section *Creating Equitable Structures*). Although schools may develop additional pathways, all students should experience the Essential Concepts for Focus described in this document before they graduate from high school.

It is critical that a pathway provide flexibility and not limit students’ choices—that is, no pathway should be terminal with respect to a student’s future study of mathematics. This is particularly true with respect to electives that might be offered students in their
final 1½ years of high school mathematics. Elective mathematics courses should be rigorous and designed in such a way that the curriculum continues to build on the Essential Concepts for Focus developed in the equitable common pathway and that postsecondary mathematics options remain open to all students. Schools and districts should simultaneously guard against a race to calculus. They should provide students with the opportunity to study calculus when their postsecondary plans require that they complete a calculus course in high school. But schools and districts must not limit the availability of rigorous alternatives for other students. For example, providing the alternative of a modeling course during semester 6 (Pathway A) and then allowing students to pick an area of focus for year 4 (precalculus, modeling, statistics, or quantitative and financial reasoning) allows students to enter postsecondary education fully prepared for a variety of majors.

Any designed pathway must contain equally rigorous mathematics focused on student reasoning and sense making (NCTM 2009) to ensure that students are positioned to use and appreciate mathematics in their personal lives and pursue additional mathematical study in a postsecondary school if that is or becomes their goal at some point in the future. In designing pathways that incorporate the Essential Concepts for Focus, school systems must take into consideration many factors, including available curricular materials and teacher capacity, and teacher collaboration and professional development time, especially for those pathways that might involve a significant change from the school's current structure.
Catalyzing Change: Next Steps

*Catalyzing Change* is designed to open a serious and sustained effort on multiple levels to engage stakeholders involved in the system of high school mathematics education to improve the learning experiences and outcomes of each and every high school student. This publication offers a number of specific recommendations that can be used to begin these conversations and a number of initial actions specific stakeholders can undertake.

**Key Recommendations**

- High school mathematics and statistics instruction should focus on essential concepts that all students need to learn.

- High schools should offer a common shared pathway for the first 2½ years of high school mathematics that focuses on essential concepts.

- Students should enroll in the study of mathematics or statistics during each of the 4 years of high school, including a course in their last year of high school.

- High school mathematics should discontinue the practice of tracking into qualitatively different or dead-end course pathways.
Initial Actions

High School Teachers of Mathematics and Statistics

To initiate the improvement of the learning experiences and outcomes of each and every high school student—

- High school teachers of mathematics and statistics should work collaboratively and not in isolation to hold themselves and colleagues accountable for the mathematics success of each and every student and for personal and collective professional growth.

- High school teachers of mathematics and statistics should work collaboratively in subject-based teams to ensure rigorous instruction with respect to the Essential Concepts for Focus.

- High school teachers of mathematics and statistics should work collaboratively to develop mathematics instructional support systems that are fluid and provide students with targeted additional instructional time based on formative assessments that are connected with students’ regular course work.
• High school teachers of mathematics and statistics should work in collaboration with building and district leaders to develop courses that meet state standards and provide the equitable common pathway for the first 2½ years of high school.

• High school teachers of mathematics and statistics should work collaboratively to link research-informed instructional practices with equity-based instructional practices.

• High school teachers of mathematics and statistics should analyze teaching assignments to develop balanced and supportive assignments to provide high-quality, engaging learning experiences for all students.

• High school teachers of mathematics and statistics should work in collaboration with building and district leaders as well as curriculum developers to develop rigorous mathematics courses that can support a variety of postsecondary and career options for students and can serve as electives for the last 1½ years of high school.

**Building and District Leaders**

To initiate the improvement of the learning experiences and outcomes of each and every high school student—
• Leaders should provide professional support to evaluate systemic policies, practices, and procedures that restrict access to student success in mathematics.

• Leaders should create time and space for high school teachers of mathematics and statistics to collaborate on teaching practices and work to meet the needs of each and every student.

• Leaders should create time and space for high school teachers to work collaboratively with colleagues at the K–8 level to ensure a coherent and balanced curriculum across the K–12 spectrum.

• Leaders should create time and space for students to study mathematics and statistics in all 4 years of high school.

• Leaders should provide the human and material resources to support effective teaching and learning of high school mathematics.

• Leaders should create structures within the school schedule for balanced teaching assignments.
• Leaders should discontinue the practice of tracking students into qualitatively different or dead-end course pathways and instead provide additional instructional supports as appropriate.

• Leaders should ensure that acceleration does not result in students skipping core conceptual understanding of grade-level content.

• Leaders should provide professional development support and resources for teachers to develop and implement curriculum built on the Essential Concepts for Focus.

• Leaders should provide support and resources for high school teachers to work with state and national postsecondary education leaders to ensure strong articulation between the high school and postsecondary curriculum.

• Leaders should provide professional development support and resources for teachers to implement research-informed and equity-based instructional strategies.

• Leaders should analyze and evaluate counseling practices so that every student is supported and afforded access to rigorous mathematics instruction in every year of high school.
K–8 Teachers of Mathematics and Leaders

To initiate the improvement of the learning experiences and outcomes of each and every high school student—

- K–8 teachers of mathematics and leaders should provide high-quality mathematics instruction that prepares students to use mathematics to understand and critique the world and experience the wonder, joy, and beauty of mathematics.

- K–8 teachers of mathematics and leaders should not create tracks limiting the opportunities of students to learn and experience mathematics.

Policymakers

To initiate the improvement of the learning experiences and outcomes of each and every high school student—

- Policymakers should develop policies that support an equitable common pathway that focuses students on essential concepts for the first 2½ years of high school mathematics.
Policymakers should develop policies that support the study of mathematics or statistics for students in all four years of high school.

Policymakers should deemphasize the “race to calculus” and increase the emphasis on developing and using the Essential Concepts for Focus.

**Curriculum Developers**

To initiate the improvement of the learning experiences and outcomes of each and every high school student—

- Curriculum developers should develop curriculum focused on the Essential Concepts for Focus that all students need to learn.

- Curriculum developers should offer curricula that address the equitable common pathway for the first 2½ years of high school mathematics as well as curricular options that extend beyond the common pathway.

- Curriculum developers should provide curricular materials that are grounded in research and support equitable mathematics teaching practices.

**Mathematics Educators**
To initiate the improvement of the learning experiences and outcomes of each and every high school student—

- Mathematics educators should work with in-service teachers to support teaching focused on the Essential Concepts for Focus.

- Mathematics educators should collaborate with all stakeholders to provide resources that support the common shared pathway for the first 2½ years of high school mathematics.

- Mathematics educators should prepare preservice teachers and collaborate with in-service teachers on research-informed teaching practices that support equitable mathematics teaching practices.

- Mathematics educators should give teachers a deep understanding of the impact that education has on students' identity and levels of agency and the implications for students' futures.

- Mathematics educators should develop teachers who recognize practices and structures that disadvantage communities of students as well as strategies that address these practices and structures constructively.
The recommendations and actions outlined in *Catalyzing Change in High School Mathematics* are intended to initiate serious conversations among all stakeholders to examine how high school mathematics teaching and learning can be improved. This publication serves as a catalysis by which discussions about policies, teaching practices, pathways, and other supportive structures can be negotiated, implemented, and supported. It is hoped that this document creates a synergy that catalyzes the change and improvement that are needed to ensure that high school mathematics and statistics provide the enduring understanding, skill, interest, and enjoyment that each and every student should carry forward into postsecondary education, career, or everyday life in the 21st century.
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